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Abstract 
The spontaneous formation of supramolecular assemblies has been viewed as 
a potential route to the creation of functional nano-scale architectures for 
a number applications in electronics. In this thesis a number of assemblies 
formed from molecular constituents deposited from the solution phase have 
been studied. 
The structures formed by two carboxylic acid derivatives on the highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface from nonanoic acid solutions are 
presented. Quaterphenyl-tetracarboxylic acid (QPTC) molecules are observed 
to form a supramolecular network where all the constituents lay parallel to 
one another on the surface. The network is stabilised by four carboxylic acid 
dimer bonds per molecule in addition to admolecule-substrate interactions. 
Terphenyl-tetracarboxylic acid (TPTC) molecules form a much more complex 
structure with individuals orientating themselves in one of three directions 
to form a network with hexagonal symmetry but no translational order. To 
characterise such an unusual supramolecular morphology we introduce a rhom-
bus tiling representation of the network where each molecule is schematically 
replaced with a lozenge rhombus producing a tiling. Such tilings have been 
studied previously in the literature and utilising this we are able to deter-
mine that the morphology is stabilised by entropic contributions to the free 
energy. In addition to this we present the tip-induced manipulation of the 
TPTC supramolecular network. The manipulation is performed by imaging 
the structure within a specific voltage bias range resulting the TPTC molecules 
reordering into a close packed structure. Returning the voltage to that con-
ventional used for imaging causes the network to relax back into the open 
structure although with a different morphology. 
We then discuss the changes induced in these supramolecular networks 
when additional molecular species are introduced to the system. First, 
coronene and perylene are separately codeposited with QPTC resulting in 
the formation of a hexagonally ordered network with coronene or perylene lo-
cated at the vertices of six QPTC molecules. This new structure is observed to 
form even when QPTC is deposited first. Second, the adsorption of coronene 
into the porous TPTC network is presented. When the TPTC network forms 
before the introduction of coronene we note little effect on the network mor-
phology. However, when the molecules are mixed in the solution phase and 
deposited simultaneously we observe the non-uniform adsorption of coronene 
into the TPTC structure. At higher coronene concentrations we note the net-
work forms with a different morphology shifted towards a more ordered state 
suggesting that when the molecules are deposited sequentially the system is 
kinetically trapped in the originally formed structure. 
We then present a series of studies of molecular adsorption on the Au (111) 
surface. First, hexaazatrinaphthylene (HATNA) molecules are observed to 
form stable supramolecular structures when deposited from ethanol solutions. 
A core hydrogen bonding junction is identified. The network switches between 
two domain orientations and we identify a linear defect where the two do-
mains meet. Second, we report the adsorption of Tri( 4-bromophenyl) benzene 
(TBPB) on the Au (111) surface. TBPB forms three different structures at 
room temperature. When samples are heated during the deposition stage we 
observe the covalent coupling of pairs of molecules to form dimers. This re-
action is confirmed by ToFSIMS experiments. The substrate is confirmed to 
playa significant role in the coupling process as subsequent experiments on 
HOPG failed to yield dimer formation. Finally we demonstrate the potential 
of a UHV-prepared sample by templating the adsorption of adamantanethiols. 
Finally, we demonstrate the adsorption of a solubilised derivative of pery-
lene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA). PTCDA molecules have poor sol-
ubility in most solvents commonly used for liquid deposition. The addition of 
alkane chains attached to the sides of the perylene core promotes the solubil-
ity of the molecule in these solvents whilst leaving the anhydride functionality 
intact. Deposition is performed from 1-phenyloctance solutions on HOPG. 
The molecules form an ordered structure characterised by a single molecule 
unit cell. The results presented in this thesis show that the understanding 
of supramolecular networks has progressed to the point where changes in the 
morphology can be induced via a variety of processes. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Scope 
This chapter will present an introduction into nanoscience and nanotechnology 
including the original conception of the field and a discussion of its potential. 
An overview of the content of this thesis will then be presented. 
1.1 Introduction 
Since the industrial revolution, man has slowly placed increasing priority on 
the space-efficiency of a wide range of consumer products. Such efficiency is 
logically desirable as products become easier to store and carry, increasing 
convenience as well packing more functionality into the same space. With the 
rise of mass production, this often translates into reduced material costs and 
increased productivity for companies. A classic example of this was the mo-
bile phone industry at the turn of the millennium. Consumers had recognised 
the utility of owning a telephone that they could take anywhere with them 
and the market was rich with competing companies all trying to bring out 
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smaller and smaller handsets. It even became fashionable to have the smallest 
mobile phone on the market. Whilst it is true that such handsets offered in-
creased convenience, they became so small that consumers had difficulty using 
them. The modern day market boasts handsets with vastly improved func-
tion including internet access, satellite navigation and personal music stereos, 
packing much more into the same space. 
While this trend is applicable across the whole consumer electronics market, 
it has particular resonance with the computer industry. After the invention 
of the integrated circuit in 1958, the co-founder of Intel wrote to Electronics 
Magazine in 1965 observing that the number of transistors in an integrated 
circuit had doubled every year since invention [1 ]. He also stated he expected 
this trend to continue for at least the next 10 years. This later became known 
as Moore's Law. Whilst a few small changes to the exact wording of the law 
have been applied over the years, the law has in principle remained true for 
much longer than the originally anticipated duration. However, inevitably 
the production of smaller and smaller transistors is reaching a plateau where 
quantum mechanical effects are becoming important and the heat output of 
such devices is making them impractical for many applications. In order for 
significant further improvements in computational space-efficiency to be made, 
a fundamental change in the miniaturisation of electrical components has to 
occur. 
In 1959, Richard P. Feynman presented a lecture to the American Physical 
Society entitled "Plenty of Room at the Bottom" [2] where he described the 
potential information storage capacity of small-scale physics. In his talk he dis-
cussed ideas such as storing the entire 2-J volumes of Encyclopedia Britannica 
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in an area the size of a pin head , precise atomic manipulation and machine 
miniaturisation . The small or nano-scale world which Feynman described is 
today known as nanoscience. Whilst Feynman laid the concept ual ground work 
for the field of nanoscience and created interest within the academic commu-
nity, it wasn 't until after a book by K . Eric Drexler titled Engines of Creation: 
The Coming Era of Nanotechnology[3] was published in 1986 that the field 
started to receive interest in wider society. In his book Drexler explored the 
idea of nano-scale machines , building on Feynman 's idea of miniaturised ver-
sions of the macroscopic machines used in industry. However , Drexler 's ideas 
were controversial as many considered them physically unrealistic. 
Figure 1.1: The letters IBM written with xenon atoms on a nickel (110) surface. 
Figure adapted from [4] . 
In 1990, after the invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope (STNI) in 
1982 by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer , a proof of principle of single atom 
manipulation was demonstrated in a letter to the journal Nature by Don ~ I . .
Eigler and Erhard Schweizer. They used an S T ~ I I operating under ultra-high 
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vacuum (URV) conditions at low temperature to position xenon atoms on a 
nickel surface to spell out the letters "IBM", reproduced in Figure 1.1. They 
performed the manipulation using the tip of the STM to slide the xenon atoms 
one by one into the positions they desired thus demonstrating that single atom 
manipulation, as described by Feynman in 1959, was possible. 
Whilst the manipulation presented by Eigler and Schweizer represents sig-
nificant progress in realising the potential of nanoscience, extensive fabrication 
of nano-scale objects via this method would be extremely time consuming. A 
more elegant solution would be to design the system such that it is energet-
ically favourable for the desired structure to form spontaneously out of the 
constituent parts. This type of fabrication is observed extensively in nature 
such as in the replication and recombination of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 
cells. Feynman himself noted that if biological systems exhibit these fabrica-
tion techniques and that is should be possible for man to also use them. The 
spontaneous fabrication of nano-scale architectures on surfaces from solution 
is the primary focus of this thesis. 
1.2 Overview of this thesis 
As described previously, this thesis is on the 'bottom-up' assembly of two di-
mensional nano-scale structures. Specifically the architectures formed by cer-
tain specially-synthesised molecules on graphite and gold surfaces for the appli-
cations of quantum dot formation, endohedral fullerene ordering and pharma-
ceutical applications. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the t ~ T p i c a l l bonding 
interactions that arise between these molecules. This leads to a discussion 
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of how such interactions give rise to the formation of assemblies of molecules 
called supramolecular structures. The formation processes are related to pre-
viously reported work from the literature which forms the ground-work for this 
thesis. Chapter 3 discusses the experimental techniques utilised in this thesis 
focusing heavily on the theory and practical application of scanning tunnelling 
microscopy which is used extensively. In addition, details of the substrate 
materials used and a summary of experimental techniques are presented. 
In Chapter 4 we present the adsorption of two carboxylic acid derivatives 
on the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface. These molecules are 
observed to form extended ordered supramolecular structures from nonanoic 
acid solutions. Quaterphenyl-tetracarboxylic acid (QPTC) forms an network 
where the molecules lie parallel to one another. Terphenyl-tetracarboxylic acid 
(TPTC) forms a network with no such translational symmetry which we de-
termine to be stabilised by entropic contributions to the free energy. We also 
demonstrate the manipulation of this network by scanning it with STM with 
a specific range of voltage biases. Chapter 5 builds on the idea of network 
manipulation by looking at the changes induced in these carboxylic systems 
when additional guest molecular species are introduced. For QPTC, we ob-
serve the conversion to an hexagonally ordered network with the guest species 
adsorbed at the vertices. For the TPTC network we observe the preferential 
stabilisation of a specific sub-set of network vertices. However, in the case 
where the TPTC network is preformed, the network morphology is kinetically 
trapped. 
Chapter 6 moves away from USIng HOPG as a substrate and looks at 
the adsorption of a number of molecules on the (111) c r ~ ' s t a l l o g r a p h i c c plane 
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of gold. Hexaazatrinaphthylene (HATNA) and tri( 4-bromophenyl) benzene 
(TBPB) molecules are studied on the surface, with the latter being observed to 
undergo covalent bonding interactions when the substrate is heated to elevated 
temperatures during the deposition phase. These observations are backed up 
with time-of-flight scanning ion mass spectrometry experiments. Finally a 
UHV-prepared sample is used to direct the adsorption of adamantanethiol 
molecules deposited subsequently from solution. In Chapter 7 we investigate 
the adsorption of a solubilised perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) 
derivative on HOPG. The solublising thiol ether side groups inhibit the forma-
tion of networks with the previously observed herringbone structure. The new 
structure is characterised by a single-molecule unit cell stabilised by double 
C-H· . ·0 bonds in addition to molecule-substrate contributions. 
6 
Chapter 2 
Supramolecular Network 
Formation 
In this chapter a summary of the current understanding of the formation of 
supramolecular architechtures on surfaces is presented. The networks are sta-
bilised by contributions from a number of molecular bonding interactions the 
strength of which varies depending on the molecules involved. Key processes 
such as adsorption, desorption and diffusion are also discussed with considera-
tion to the implications for the nucleation and subsequent growth of supramolec-
ular structures. Finally the current state-of-the-art is presented and discussed 
in light of the bonding interactions and growth processes outlined previously. 
2.1 Introduction 
Bottom-up nanoscale fabrication techniques have been viewed as a poten-
tial route to influencing matter in a predetermined and definable \Yay on the 
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nanometer scale. Such methods are based on carefully controlling the param-
eter space so that in evolving to the free energy ground state, the system 
adopts a pre-targetted structure. In the case where molecules s p o n t a e o u s l ~ ' '
form ordered assemblies with the internal structure governed solely by the 
intramolecular interactions, this is referred to as molecular self-assembly. 
The focus of this chapter will be on the mechanisms by which these sys-
tems evolve into the energetic ground state. Specifically, the adsorption and 
subsequent diffusion of molecules on the surface will be discussed in light of 
the broad range of admolecule-admolecule and admolecule-substrate interac-
tion that can influence such processes. Crucially to bottom-up fabrication 
techniques, the growth of supramolecular structures will be considered with 
respect to thermodynamic and kinetic effects. 
2.2 Types of bonding interaction 
Underpinning the whole of bottom-up nanoscale fabrication (and other far-
reaching areas of physics) are a whole range of atomic and molecular attrac-
tive interactions that give rise to a binding energy between molecules and the 
surface. In this section, the interactions which are of particular relevence to 
the experiments carried out in this thesis will be discussed. 
2.2.1 Hydrogen Bonding 
When a hydrogen atom is covalently bound to an electronegative atom such 
as fluorine or oxygen, the electron cloud becomes decentralised being drawn 
towards the electronegative atom [5]. This leaves the hydrogen atom with a 
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partial positive charge. A second electronegative atom, either connected to 
the same molecule or another entirely, will feel a highly-directional attractive 
electrostatic interaction known as a hydrogen bond. The hydrogen atom which 
is covalently bound to the electronegative atom is known as the hydrogen bond 
donor. The second electronegative atom is the hydrogen bond acceptor . 
• Oxygen 
• Nitrogen 
Carbon 
L Hydrogen 
Guanine Cytosine 
Figure 2.1: A molecular ball and stick diagram showing the triple hydrogen bonding 
junction between the DNA bases Guanine and Ctyosine. The hydrogen bonds are 
illustrated by the dashed black lines. 
Hydrogen bonding is particularly important in nature as it forms the main 
interaction between the bases in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [6]. For example, 
consider the bonding interaction between the bases guanine and cytosine shown 
in Figure 2.1. The DNA base pair form a total of three hydrogen bonds , two N-
H· . ·0 bonds and one N- H· .. N. The total strength of the hydrogen bonding 
interaction will be given by the sum of the strengths of each bond. For DNA it 
is critical that the molecules are able to separate easily under certain conditions 
thus making strong intermolecular bonds, such as covalent bonds, unsuitable. 
Another common example of hydrogen bonding occurring in nature is be-
tween the molecules in water. Each H2 0 molecule can form up to four hydrogen 
bonds with neighbouring molecules, two as hydrogen bond acceptors through 
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the two lone pair electrons, two as hydrogen bond donors through the hydro-
gen atoms. The strength of each hydrogen bond is 0.22 eV per molecule giving 
rise to a potential overall stabilsation energy of 0.87 e V. This energy is very 
significant and means water has a much higher boiling and melting tempera-
ture compared to similar molecules that do not form hydrogen bonds. In some 
respects the hydrogen bonding between water molecules is maximised as each 
molecule can form two hydrogen donor and two acceptor bonds. 
2.2.2 Van der Waals Interactions 
Van der Waals forces describe the electrostatic interactions between atomic 
and molecular dipoles. For instance, atoms and molecules with permanent 
electric dipoles will interact with each other through electrostatic forces. If 
their orientations are not constrained, the forces will cause them to align them-
selves with one another maximising the electrostatic attraction. These types 
of interaction are not limited to atoms and molecules with permanent dipole 
moments. Non-polar species can have induced dipoles either by the presence 
of another atom or molecule with a permanent dipole, or instantaneously by 
another non-polar species. An atom or molecule with a permanent dipole will 
influence the uniform electron cloud of a non-polar species by repelling it from 
the negatively charged pole (and attracting it to the positive pole) effectively 
inducing a dipole. Atoms and molecules with no permanent dipole can induce 
polarisation in each other as instantaneously all electrons have to be at some 
position. It is therefore highly unlikely that the net total charge of the species 
will be uniformly distributed, resulting in an instantaneous dipole. This dipole 
will electrostatically interact with any neighbours and yiSd YerSd. The interac-
10 
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tions between instantaneous dipoles are often referred to as London dispersion 
forces. 
Individual atomic pairwise van der Waals interactions are very weak, typi-
cally of order 10 me V for species with a permanent dipole and less for London 
dispersion forces. The strength of the interaction will also scale with t he size 
of the atom. However , since any atom can acquire an instantaneous dipole and 
thus interact with another via London dispersion forces, the total accumalative 
effect can be very strong , particularly for large molecules. 
2.2.3 Covalent Bonds 
Covalent bonding occurs from the sharing of electrons between atoms in order 
to fill orbitals in the resulting molecule. For instance, two hydrogen atoms can 
form a covalent bond, sharing the two electrons and thus filling the first molec-
ular orbital of the molecule H2 . Covalent bonds form some of the strongest 
interactions between atoms with typical bonding energies between 2 e V and 
8 eV. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2: Schematic illustrations of 2p orbitals forming (a) sigma and (b) pI 
bonds. 
There are a number of different types of covalent bond , in particular sigma 
bonds and pi bonds. Sigma bonds are generally the strongest covalent bond 
11 
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and are defined as bonds where the maximal overlap of the probability density 
of electronic orbitals lies along the axis between the atomic nuclei or bond axis. 
as shown in Figure 2.2a. Pi bonds are covalent bonds in which the plane of the 
overlapping orbitals is away from the bond axis (see Figure 2.2b). These types 
of bond often occur in atoms connected by double covalent bonds, such as the 
carbon atoms in ethylene. In this case the carbon atoms form one sigma bond 
and one pi bond. Pi bonds are generally weaker than sigma bonds owing to 
the reduced overlap of the electron orbitals. 
2.2.4 Pi-Pi Stacking 
In aromatic systems, a large number of p-orbital electrons will be involved 
in pi covalent interactions. These bonds can form intermolecular interactions 
when stacked perpendicularly to the plane of the molecule. The strength of the 
interaction is proportional to the amount of overlap between the pi systems. 
Like van der Waals interactions, pi-pi stacking is an accumalative interaction 
thus is much stronger for larger aromatic systems. 
2.3 Supramolecular architecture formation 
In this section we present a overview of general growth mechanisms at surface 
interfaces. The mechanisms are not limited to molecular systems or only two 
dimensional growth. However, given the focus of this thesis, we discuss them 
in terms of molecular self-assembly. In addition it is important to identify 
from the outset that the precise microscopic growth mechanics of molecular 
self-assembly from solution deposition are not well understood. In particular 
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the role of the solvent molecules is unknown and likely to be very significant. 
Whilst the mechanics that are subsequently outlined in this chapter are bet-
ter understood for supramolecular structures formed under ultra-high vacuum 
(URV) conditions, it is likely that some or all of them play a role in growth 
from solution. This is particularly identifiable from the many parallels can 
be drawn between networks formed by these different deposition techniques. 
Thus give the relevance of such mechanics for the work presented in Chapters 
4 and 5, our current understanding is presented here. 
The first phase of the controlled formation of supramolecular architechtures 
is the adsorption of the molecular species in question on the surface. In gen-
eral this is achieved by one of two methods; sublimation or solution deposition. 
Sublimation is carried out by heating the powdered form of the molecule (nor-
mally in a Knudsen cell) under URV conditions. The molecules are vapourised 
and subsequently condense on the sample surface. In the case of solution de-
position, the target molecules are dissolved in a solvent and a small quantity is 
drop-cast directly onto the sample (for more details on solution deposition see 
Chapter 3). When molecules in solution adsorb on the surface, depending on 
the molecule-solvent bonding geometry, the molecule may have to break some 
of the bonds formed with solvent molecules. This will give rise to an energy 
barrier to adsorption. The arrival rate of molecules to the surface is given by 
R = p [7] where P is the equivalent vapour pressure of molecules on (27rmkBT)1/2 
the surface, m is the mass of the molecule, kB the Boltzmann constant and T 
the temperature. The pressure is in a broad sense controllable b)' the dura-
tion of heating and temperature of the Knudsen cell for sublimation. and the 
molecular concentration for solution deposition. Rence, control can be exerted 
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to some extent over the arrival rate of molecules to the surface. 
In general, adsorption of molecular species can be divided into two 
catagories; chemisorption and physisorption. Chemisorption describes adsorp-
tion where the chemistry of the system changes, for example if a molecule 
covalently bonds to the surface. The chemical properties and characteristics 
of the adsorbed molecule change. Generally chemisorption refers to systems 
with strong admolecule-substrate interactions. The physisorption of molecules 
refers to weaker admolecule-substrate interactions where the chemistry of the 
adsorbed species remains intact. Conventionally, molecules which interact 
through van der Waals interactions or pi-pi stacking are termed physisorbed. 
Once a molecule is adsorbed on the surface it is not permanently bound 
in one place- it may desorb or diffuse across the surface. The probability of 
desorption will depend on the strength of the admolecule-substrate interaction. 
Generally desorption is energetically unfavourable because of the admolecule-
substrate interactions. However, there is still a small but finite probability 
of such events occuring. Specifically, for desorption back into solution this 
process may be mediated by forming admolecule-solvent interactions on the 
surface prior to full desorption back into solution reducing the net energy 
barrier for the process. It is important to note that for solution deposition 
in particular, molecules may form aggregates in the solvent and adsorb on 
the surface in large groups. As discussed later, the structure formed under 
these conditions may playa crutial role in the formation of a supramolecular 
structure. 
As mentioned, an adsorbed molecule may diffuse across the surface. This 
process requires the breaking of admolecule-substrate bonds. This breaking 
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of bonds creates an energy barrier to the process proportional to the bond 
strength, known as the diffusion barrier. The admolecule can be thought 
of as moving from one potential energy minimum to another. Taking this 
idea further, the interactions with an adsorbed molecule can be described as a 
potential energy isosurface defined by the net binding energy of the molecule to 
the surface as a function of position. Molecules will be predominatly adsorbed 
in potential energy minima and diffusion events will describe translations of 
the molecule from one minimum to another. The frequency of diffusion events 
is given by 
(2.1) 
where a is the jump distance, D is the diffusion coefficient, and Ed is the energy 
required for diffusion. 
The initial nucleation of supramolecular structures requires that at least 
two admolecules encounter one another. These molecules will interact with 
one another through the formation of admolecule-admolecule bonds such as 
those discussed in Section 2.2. This will result an additional stabilisation en-
ergy for these molecules. Note that the formation of admolecule-admolecule 
interactions effectively modifies the potential energy isosurface creating lower 
energy adsorption sites where these interactions can form. These lower poten-
tial energy minima increase the stability of the adsorbed species and reduce 
the probability of desorption. This increased stability leads to the growth of a 
supramolecular structure. The nucleation rate of these structures will be de-
pendent on the density of molecules on the surface and their surface m o b i l i t ~ · . .
Returning to the specific case of supramolecular network formation from 
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solution, the relative importance of the diffusion process is not well understood . 
It is possible that with solution deposition the arrival rate of molecules t o the 
surface is high and network nucleation and growth occurs from the chance 
adsorption of two molecules next to one another. Solution deposition is also 
likely to be a more dynamic process as molecules can readily desorb back into 
solution and readsorb again. The frequency of this will be dependent on a 
number of factors, including the solubility and the net strength of admolecule 
interactions. This dynamic nature provides a mechanism for molecules to order 
themselves on the surface. 1\101ecules that are adsorbed into a supramolecular 
structure can also desorb from the surface. However , there will be a significant 
contribution to the binding energy from admolecule-admolecule interactions in 
this case. This will act to reduce the probability of desorption. If the molecule 
is more strongly bound to the supramoleculer architecture, the probability will 
be even lower. Hence molecules that are adsorbed in posit ions that correspond 
to the global energy minimum of the system will be the least likely to desorb 
from the surface and therefore the most stable. 
Kinetic Growth Thermodynamic Growth 
Figure 2.3: An illustration showing the effect different growth process can have on 
the structure of islands of adsorbed species. Figure adapted from reference [8]. 
In general, growth mechanics, adsorption and diffusion rates go further 
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than just influencing the nucleation of structures; they also determine the way 
in which these structures grow. For instance, if the adsorption rate on the 
surface is much less than the diffusion rate, adsorbates will on average dif-
fuse across more of the surface before encountering another molecule. This 
leads to an increase in the rms displacement of adsorbed species given by 
X rms = (DT) 1/2, where T is the mean residence time of the species on the sur-
face. As such, on average adsorbates will sample more of the potential energy 
isosurface therefore be more likely to be in a global low-energy configuration. 
This is equivalent to the supramolecular structure growing closer to equilib-
rium conditions (known as thermodynamic growth) and as such generally gives 
rise to networks with long-range structural order as shown in Figure 2.3. Con-
versely, if the rate of adsorption is higher than the diffusion rate then kinetic 
growth effects dominate resulting in molecules quickly becoming trapped in 
metastable configurations, again shown in Figure 2.3. This type of kinetic 
growth leads to supramolecular networks where individual bonding processes 
have increased significance. 
2.4 Previously reported examples of 
supramolecular networks 
The assembly of a wide variety of supramolecular arcitectures has been re-
ported in the literature and significant progress has been made towards con-
trolling the formation of these structures at the molecular level. In this sect ion 
a number of key papers that preceed the work presented in this thesis will be 
discussed in addition to how these relate to various aspects of the supramolec-
17 
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ular assembly process. 
(b) (c) 
'"', , .... 
2,8nm ' __ 
Figure 2.4: Images of the PTCDA (a) herringbone and (b) square phases , with 
(c) the PTCDI row phase, all taken from [9]. Molecular schematics are presented 
beneath each image highlighting the molecular packing. 
A great deal of interest has surrounded the orgamc semiconductors 
3,4,9 ,10-perylenetetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) and the imide deriva-
tive PTCDI because of their opto-electronic properties and therefore poten-
tial applications in photovoltaic devices and transistors. Whilst many other 
organic semiconductors share similar potential applications , these molecules 
have been shown to form ordered structures when deposited on a number of 
surfaces[10] including Au (111) [11], Ag-Si (111 )-y'3 x y'3 [12, 9], HOPG[13 , 14] 
and Cu (111)[15]. Two distinct bonding geometries of PTCDA have been iden-
tified (shown in the scanning tunnelling microscopy (ST11) images in Figure 
2.4a and b). These networks are stabilised by admolecule-substrate inter-
actions, predominately in this case van der Waals type interactions, and by 
O· . . H- C hydrogen bonds between the anhydride groups and the perylene core 
of the PTCDA molecule. Both structures are observed to form ordered large 
domains on the surface. By contrast., PTCDI is reported to only form one 
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phase shown in Figure 2.4c. These molecules form double 0·· . H-N hydro-
gen bonds (as well as admolecule-substrate interactions). The addition of the 
imide group inhibits the hydrogen bonding between the oxygen atoms and the 
perylene core and energetically biases the system to bond through the end 
groups instead. This is an example of how changing a relatively small percent-
age of the molecular structure can completely change how molecules interact 
with one another on a surface. It also illustrates that with careful selection of 
molecular functional groups, different supramolecular structures can be formed 
on a surface. 
Otero et al. have presented the formation of random cytosine networks ad-
sorbed on Au (111)[16]. A variety of different hydrogen bonding junctions are 
observed to form suggesting that unlike PTCDI networks, a number of differ-
ent bonding geometries have similar energetic stability - an observation backed 
up by theorectical studies[17]. The system will need comparitively longer to 
explore the potential energy isosurface as there are many metastable configu-
rations with energies comparable to the true energetic minimum state. Thus, 
as the system is quickly thermally quenched to lower temperatures molecules 
become trapped in these metastable states often give rise to a network with 
no long-range order as defined by kinetic growth mechanisms. Further to this, 
Treier et al. [18] have presented the covalent coupling of PTCDA molecules 
with two amine derivatives. They report extended polymer networks on the 
heating of the substrate formed by imidisation reactions. The networks they 
form also do not have long-range order. The covalent bonds formed b ~ ' ' the 
polymerised network are sufficiently strong that once formed the energy bar-
rier to breaking them makes such an event u n l i k e l ~ ' ' leading to the domination 
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of kinetic growth effects . 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
TMA Q " . jr-<: " , 0' - ~ . . . > > ... b +-- ' 
of 0 ..... .. ... .. ~ ~
Figure 2.5: (a) A molecular schematic of the TMA atomic structure. Diagrams of 
(b) the TMA chickenwire and (c) flower structures taken from reference [19] 
The systems discussed thus far have all been based around vacuum de-
position techniques. In the literature there are numerous examples where 
techniques such as solution deposition are utilised. Particular attention has 
been on the supramolecular networks formed by trimesic acid (TMA) , shown 
in Figure 2.5a [19 , 20 , 21 , 22 , 23]. These molecules have been shown to form 
two open porous structures on the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) 
surface. The networks form extensively across the surface with the long-range 
order apparent from images with submolecular-resolution. Double O- H· . ·0 
hydrogen bonds are formed between the carboxylic acid groups in neighbour-
ing TMA molecules stabilising the chickenwire structure , shown in Figure 2.5b. 
The flower structure (Figure 2.5c) is stabilised by a mixture of double car-
boxylic acid hydrogen bonds and single O- H· . ·0 bonds. Interestingly. both 
structures are porous, in that within the non-defective structure. areas of the 
HOPG substrat e beneath are exposed. From this we can deduce that the en-
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ergy saving from satisfying the hydrogen bonds is greater than the energetic 
cost of not having molecules adsorbed in these areas. However, this is not the 
complete picture as it is possible that molecules may weakly bind into these re-
gions and not be stable under STM scanning. This will contribute to the total 
stabilsation energy of the system. Solvent molecules in particular may adsorb 
in these regions. The paper by Lackinger et al. [19] explores the influence 
of the solvent used in the deposition process further by observing changes in 
the abundance of the two TMA structures when the solvent is changed. They 
observe the formation of a "flower" phase for solvents with a shorter alkane 
chain and a "chickenwire" phase for larger chain solvents citing the cause as 
either the stabilisation of molecular clusters in the solution phase or the pref-
erential stabilisation of one structure on the surface. If small crystals of solute 
are forming in the solution phase in a particular orientation, say that of the 
trimer group shown in Figure 2.5c for the short chain solvents, this may bias 
the structure that forms when the solution is brought into contact with a sur-
face. Alternatively, the adsorption of solvent molecules into the porous regions 
could stabilise the network differently depending on the solvent in question. 
As such, the shorter solvent molecule may energetically bias the network to 
form the flower structure. 
Supramolecular networks that are stabilised by weak van der Waals inter-
actions are also reported extensively in the literature. In particular the work 
by De Feyter et al. on the adsorption of a variety of molecules with long alkane 
chains demonstrates that weak interactions acting in parallel can stabilise large 
structures [26, 27]. Whilst the van der Waals interaction between carbon atoms 
in two alkane chains is itself weak, the total binding e n e r g ~ ' ' is determined 
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Figure 2.6: (a) An STM image illustrating the Kagome network formed by a DBA 
derivative. The scale bar is 4 nm. Figure is adapted from reference [24]. (b) The 
porous nature of the network is utilised to direct the adsorption of coronene, isoph-
thalic acid and triphenylene guest molecules. The scale bar is 3nm. (c) A schematic 
model of the supramolecular network shown in (b). Figures (b )and (c) are adapted 
from reference [25] . 
from the sum of all these interactions along the full length of the chain. This 
also applies to admolecule-substrate contributions where , for surfaces such as 
HOPG , the adsorption energy increases linearly with chain length , due to the 
close registry between the graphite lattice constant and the separation of car-
bon atoms in the alkane chain [27]. For the majority of t he systems reported 
[26 , 28, 29 , 27], lamellar-type structures are formed where alkane chains lie side 
by side maximising the van der Waals interactions between molecules . Hmvever 
for two dehydrobenzo [12] annulene (DBA) derivatives, porous Kagome struc-
tures are observed[24 , 30 , 31] , shown in Figure 2.6. They identif\ t hat the 
hexagonal pores of such a Kagome network are of idea l size for the adsorption 
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of one coronene molecule surrounded by six isophthalic acid molecules. They 
demonstrate this by nucleating the formation of the kagome structure by the 
sequential deposition of these molecules with a DBA derivative which when , 
deposited alone, forms a non-porous structure[25]. They also show that the 
resulting kagome structure additionally hosts the adsorption of triphenylene 
guest molecules in the vacant triangular pores (Figure 2.6). Another example 
of the use of a supramolecular architechture to direct the adsorption of a guest 
molecule is the work by Theobald et al. who demonstrate the formation of a 
hexagonal porous network formed by PTCDI and melamine molecules[32]. The 
melamine molecules adsorb at the vertices of the network and each is bonded 
by a triple hydrogen bond to three PTCDI molecules. They show that this 
network may be used to direct the adsorption of C60 guest molecules, observ-
ing up to seven trapped per hexagonal pore. This work was later reproduced 
using solution deposition techniques by Madueno et al. [33]. 
2.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter a summary of different bonding interactions is presented. The 
circumstances in which these bonds arise is discussed as well as the relative 
interaction strengths. However, how these interactions give rise to the growth 
of supramolecular architectures from solution is not well understood. Thus 
we present the current understanding of general growth mechanisms in the 
context of molecular organisation under UHV conditions. It is likely that 
many of these mechanisms playa role in the solution case though a precise 
microscopic understanding of the process is not known. Finally an oH'ryie,," of 
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supramolecular network studies in the literature is presented, with particular 
attention to liquid STM stuides. 
2-:1: 
Chapter 3 
Experimental Techniques 
In this chapter, an overview of all experimental techniques and imaging prac-
tices is presented. Specifically scanning tunnelling microscopy is used exten-
sively in sample imaging and a brief overview of basic theory and experimental 
practices is described. A detailed description of the structure and properties 
of all the materials used in experiments is presented. The image analysis and 
drift correction techniques utilised are also reviewed. 
3.1 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy Theory 
The scanning tunnelling microscope, or STM, was invented by Cerd Binnig 
and Heinrich Rohrer at the IBM facility in Zurich in 1982 [34]. The technique 
involves bringing an atomically sharp probe into close proximity to a sample 
surface. When a voltage bias is applied across the tip-sample junction elec-
trons can pass across the gap due to quantum mechanical tunnelling (Section 
3.1.1) giving rise to a small but measureable current (tunnel current). This 
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current is exponentially dependent on the tip-sample separation resulting in 
sub-Angstrom height resolution. Piezo-electric transducers provide control of 
lateral probe movement enabling the tip to be scanned over the sample and the 
tunnel current measured. As the current changes, implying a change in tip-
sample separation, the position of the tip is adjusted using a feedback control 
loop. This loop controls the vertical tip motion so that the current returns to 
a target value, thus maintaining a constant tip-sample separation. An image 
of the surface can then be reconstructed from how the tunnel current changes 
across the surface as discussed in Section 3.2.2. 
3.1.1 Quantum Mechanic Tunnelling 
The main physical principle which underpins STM operation is that of quan-
tum mechanical tunnelling. This phenomenon arises from the decay of the 
wavefunction into a finite height potential barrier as determined from the gen-
eral solutions of the 1D time-independent Schrodinger equation (TISE), shown 
in equation 3.1 
(3.1) 
where 'IjJ is the time-invariant wavefunction of the electron, V the potential 
energy at position x and E corresponds to the energy eigenvalues. 
Consider the 1D case where an electron is incident on a potential energy 
barrier of finite height and width, similar to that shown in Figure 3.1. The 
general solution for the electron inside this barrier is of the form 
I Ae±KI 4' = (3.2) 
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v 
o d x 
Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram of a one dimensional finite quantum barrier of 
width d and height Vb. Classically, the electron does not have the energy to surmount 
the barrier. 
where A is a constant , 
2 2m(1Ib - E) 
K, = --...-.,-_"":,, 
17,2 (3.3) 
and Vb is the height of the potential energy barrier. Determining the prob-
ability amplitude at position d, where d is the width of the potential energy 
barrier , gives rise to the transmission probability 
(3.4) 
This non-zero result shows that with a quantum mechanical approach, elec-
trons have a finite probability of "tunnelling" through a potential energy bar-
n er. 
Consider the energy levels in two different materials that are init ially sepa-
rated , as shown in Figure 3.2a. If these two materials are brought into imme-
diat e proximity of one another and allowed to relax into electrical equilibrium. 
the fermi levels align resulting in a contact potent ial as shown in Figure 3.2b . 
If a voltage , V , is then applied across t he junction. the fermi le, ·els are shift ed 
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(a) 
E 
(b) 
Unoccupied 
States 
Contact t 
potential ..v 
( c ) Under Bias V 
States able to 
tunnel from 
LHS to RHS 
Vacuum Level 
, Barrier can be 
! averaged to a square 
potential barrier 
Figure 3.2: Schematic diagrams of the energy levels of two materials brought into 
electrical contact with one another. (a) Initially the two materials are not in elec-
trical contact and have different Fermi levels. (b) When the materials are brought 
into contact the Fermi levels align resulting in a contact potential between the two 
materials. (c) If a voltage bias is applied across the junction t he fermi levels shift 
and electrons with energy within e V of the Fermi level have a finite probability of 
tunnelling into the empty valence band states in the other material. 
with respect to each other enabling electrons with energy within e V of the 
fermi energy to tunnel through the barrier into t he empty states in the other 
material. If we assume that the barrier between t he materials can be aver-
aged to a square potential barrier , tunnelling will occur with the transmission 
probability described in equation 3.4. The tunnelling of electrons bet\veen the 
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materials will give rise to a small current described by the equation 
(3.5) 
where n(Ep) is the local density of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level. Equation 
3.5 also highlights the exponential distance dependence of the tunnel current 
on the barrier width. 
3.1.2 Tersoff-Hamann Theory 
In order to further the theoretical investigation into the interaction between 
STM tip and sample, Tersoff and Hamann[35, 36] proposed that when the tip 
and sample are in close proximity, the electronic states could be considered in-
dependently but overlap. This requires the assumption that the states in the 
tip and sample are weakly coupled. Thus the wave function decays rapidly into 
the barrier. Making this assumption, the matrix element describing the elec-
tron transfer as a result of the overlap can be determined from time-dependent 
perturbation theory. Adopting this approach, they show that the tunnelling 
current, I, is given by 
1= 2 ~ e e L{f(EIL[l- f(Ev)]- f(Ev)[l- f(EIL)]}IMlLvI25(Ev-EIL+eV) (3.6) 
1L,v 
where f(E) is the Fermi function of that state and M,LV is the tunnelling matrix 
describing the transfer between states. This equation can be simplified by 
taking the zero temperature limit where the Fermi functions become unit step 
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functions. Bardeen[37] showed that the tunnelling matrix may be written as 
(3.7) 
where the integral is over any surface that lies entirely within the barrier region. 
To explicitly determine the matrix element, it is necessary to accurately 
describe the wave functions of the system. However this relies on the exact 
atomic structure of the tip, which is unknown. Thus it is necessary to produce 
a model of the tip. Tersoff and Hamann[35] present a simple model where the 
ideal STM tip is used. The apex is described by a sphere centred at r = ro 
with a radius of curvature R and separated from the surface by a distance of 
closest approach d. The wavefunctions of this tip are modelled as 
,,/, _ n-1/ 2 R ",R -"'Ir-rol ( 1 1)-1 
'fiji, - Ht C t ~ ~ e e ~ ~ r - ro (3.8) 
where nt is the volume of the probe, Ct is a normalisation term and ~ ~ is as 
defined in Section 3.1.1. This equation is valid for the simplified case where the 
work function of the two materials is equal and R » ~ - 1 . . Using this model, 
the matrix element becomes 
(3.9) 
assuming that the tip wave function is in the s-wave state (l = 0). This result 
for the matrix element may then be used to determine the tunnel current 
(3.10) 
l/ 
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where n(ro, Ep) is the local density of states at the apex of the tip at the 
Fermi level. Thus the STM tunnel current provides a measure of the charge 
density at the Fermi level at the position of the tip. It therefore follows that 
if the tip is scanned across the sample surface so that the measured current is 
held constant, the path of the tip follows a contour of constant local density 
of states as discussed in Section 3.2.2. 
Limitations of Tersoff-Hamann Theory 
Tersoff and Hamann's work illustrated the relationship between the quantum 
mechanical tunnel current and the local density of states of the surface. Cru-
cially, it is assumed that the states in the tip and surface are weakly coupled 
as first order perturbation theory is used in the determination of the tunnel 
current. The closer the STM tip is to the surface, the stronger the states 
will interact and chemical forces begin influencing the tip, resulting in a break 
down of the formulae. If the tip gets closer still it will eventually snap into 
contact with the surface. Tersoff-Hamann also assumes that the voltage ap-
plied across the tunnelling junction is very low. For metals this is normally 
the case, however for semiconducting samples, the band gap requires higher 
voltages to even draw a tunnel current. Also larger voltages are conventionally 
used in tunnelling spectroscopy experiments. 
Fortunately, the expression in equation 3.10 can be generalised to finite 
non-zero voltages by considering the sum of the contributions to the LDOS 
l EF+e\> I ex: n(E, ro)T(E, e l ~ ) ) dE. EF (3.11) 
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where T again is the transmission probability. This breaks down for large 
voltages [38] but for the purposes of the systems studied in this thesis it is an 
acceptable approximation. 
3.1.3 Adsorbates on Surfaces 
The exponential dependence of the tunnel current on distance from the sur-
face implies that electrons from the top layer of the sample crystal make by far 
the most significant contribution to tunnelling. The electronic properties of 
atoms and molecules adsorbed on the surface of the sample will therefore have 
a significant effect on the LDOS. Chapter 2 discussed the different types of 
bonding motifs that can arise between atoms and molecules. It is these types 
of bonding events that give rise to the adsorption of atoms and molecules on 
surfaces. The impact of such adsorption on STM has been studied in the 
literature[39, 38, 40, 41]. Particular attention should be drawn to the work by 
Wintterlin et al.[41] on oxygen adsorbed on Al (111) which provided evidence 
that the oxygen made a negative contribution to the LDOS of the system, 
thus actually appearing in STM as indented areas of surface. Clearly this 
demonstrates that care must be taken when STM images are analysed for to-
pographical information. But it also highlights that the LDOS in the presence 
of an adsorbate becomes a superposition of the substrate and adsorbed species 
states. 
Equation 3.11 describes the behaviour of the tunnel current at non-zero, 
low voltages. This equation is still valid for tunnelling through adsorbates. As 
this thesis is focused on the adsorption of different molecular species, the effect 
on the LDOS will only be discussed from the point of yiew of molecular ad-
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sorbates. Theoretical estimates of quantum tunnelling through the adsorbed 
species requires understanding of the molecular wavefunction. Q u a l i t a t i \ ' e l ~ ' '
this can be described by the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 
approximation[42]. In this approximation, the molecular orbital is determined 
from the linear expansion of the constituent atomic orbitals that make up the 
molecule. Using the relationship in equation 3.10 we can relate the resulting 
tunnel current to these molecular orbitals. In the limit of finite voltage (equa-
tion 3.11) the states that contributed to the tunnel current are those with 
energy between Ep and Ep + eV. For conventional STM voltages this limits 
tunnelling to only a few molecular orbitals. For positive tip biases (or nega-
tive sample biases), electrons will tunnel out of states in the sample into the 
tip. The STM will therefore be probing the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) of the sample. There may also be contributions from the HOMO-1 
and HOMO-2 energy levels, referring to the two energy levels directly below 
the HOMO. For negative tip biases (or positive sample biases), electrons will 
tunnel from the tip into the sample, hence probing the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) of the sample. There may also be contributions 
from the LUMO+ 1 and LUMO+2. 
3.1.4 Summary of Advantages and Limitations of STM 
The invention of the STM opened up a completely new technique for the 
imaging of surfaces. Unlike any previous surface characterisation methods, 
the technique is based on bringing a local probe into the immediate vicillity 
of the surface giving it some key advantages. Previously unresolvable non-
periodic features, such as step edges and topological defects. can be imaged a ~ ~
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the technique does not rely on surface diffraction. STM also has the ability to 
locally probe properties such as the LDOS through techniques such as scanning 
tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) [43, 44]. Famously in 1989 the potential of STJ\I 
as a manipulation technique was eloquently demonstrated by the positioning 
of xenon atoms on a nickel (110) surface to form the letters "'IBJ\!"" [4] and 
later by the creation of quantum corrals using iron atoms on the copper (111) 
surface [45] . This ability for STM to interact with matter on the atomic scale 
in addition to the extremely high resolution underlines the important of this 
technique. 
Despite the advantages of STM as an imaging technique, there are a couple 
of important drawbacks. Firstly, the sample that is to be imaged must be an 
electrical conductor in order for a tunnel current to flow. This has a particular 
impact on biological samples, which are commonly non-conductive. Secondly, 
a great deal of care needs to be taken when analysing STM data. It is easy 
to forget that the images produced are not strictly topographic images of the 
surface, but rather are isosurfaces of constant local density of states. As such 
areas of the surface with relatively higher conductance give rise to a higher 
tunnel current. Such features could easily be misinterpreted as raised features 
(c.f. Figure 3.5). 
3.2 From Theory to Images 
This section will discuss the details of STM operation such as how the theory 
described in Section 3.1 is used to produce images of a surface with atomic 
resolution. In particular, the operation of piezoelectric tubes which are re-
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sponsible for scanning the STM tip across the surface is discussed . A basic 
overview of the isolation used to separate the STM from external sources of 
vibration is also presented. Finally, the method for creating the t ips used for 
STM scanning is described. 
(a) 
(c) 
Control 
Unit 
Piezoelectric connections 
Piezoelectric 
crystals 
Figure 3.3: (a) A photograph of the Agilent 4500 series SPM and (b) the sample 
plate. (c) A schematic diagram of an STM. 
Two STMs were used to take the results presented in this thesis , both of 
them Agilent 4500 series Sprvls. Photographs of one of the systems are shown 
in Figure 3.3a. The STl'vl is mounted on a platform suspended with elastic rope 
and operated in an acoustic chamber to isolated the system from vibrations . 
The sample plate is shown in Figure 3.3b. The plate is clamped magnetically 
under the STIVI probe. A schematic diagram of an STl\1 is shown in Figure 
3.3c. The piezoelectric crystals control the positioning of the STl\1 tip as 
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discussed in Section 3.2.1. In order to achieve the highest possible r e s o l u t i o n ~ ~
the tip is required to be atomically sharp. Tip preparation is discussed in 
Section 3.2.3. A voltage bias is applied across the tip-sample junction and the 
resulting tunnel current amplified before being transferred to the control unit. 
3.2.1 Piezoelectric Scan tubes 
By utilising the quantum mechanical tunnelling of e l e c t r o n s ~ ~ extremely high 
vertical resolution of the surface is obtainable, as discussed in Sections 3.1.1 
and 3.1.2. In order to obtain atomic resolution of surfaces however, it is v i t a l l ~ ' '
important that good horizontal resolution is also possible. This is achieved by 
performing the X-Y scanning motion using piezoelectric crystals. Applying 
a voltage across these materials induces a mechanical strain perpendicular to 
the voltage. This strain gives rise to a small change in length of the material 
given by the equation 
D.l = d V l, 
t (3.12) 
where D.l is the displacement, d is a material-specific constant, F is the applied 
voltage, t the thickness of the material and l the total length. For example, 
the ceramic PZT (Pb(Zr,Ti)03) is commonly used in STI\I scan tubes[46] and 
has a typical value for d of (-1 to -2) x 10- l0m/V. 
There are a number of different arrangements of piezoelectric material that 
can be used in an STM scanning mechanism. However, the most commonly 
used in modern STMs is the tube scanneL shown in Figure 3.--1. Four different 
piezo crystals are used, a pair for the moving the tip in the x direction and 
another pair for the y direction. The electric field is applied across the material 
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Vz + V(x) 
Vz - V(x) 
Vz - V(y) 
Figure 3.4: A schematic diagram of a piezoelectric STM scan tube. The tube is 
separated in to four electrically isolated sections. The inside of the tube is grounded. 
The sections operate in two pairs as described in the text . 
radially giving rise to strain in the z direction. This is translated to lateral 
xy scanning as opposite polarity voltages are applied to pairs of crystals. For 
example , to move the tip in the positive y direction , a positive voltage would 
be applied to the z+y electrode (in Figure 3.4) and a negative voltage to 
the z-y electrode. By equation 3.12 , this results in a contraction of the z+y 
electrode and an expansion of the z-y electrode, twisting the scan tube in 
the y direction. Note that in Figure 3.4 , vertical scan motion (z direction) is 
achieved by applying an equal voltage (denoted by V z) to all electrodes thus 
either extending or contracting them all at the same time. 
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Figure 3.5: Diagrams showing the tip trajectory and ideal measured tunnel cur-
rent . Under constant height mode no feedback mechanism is utilised and the Vz 
value remains constant. Topographic information is obtained from the current data. 
In constant current mode a feedback loop is used to keep the tip on a trajectory 
of constant LDOS. The grey region of the surface indicates a region of increased 
conductivity. In the constant height scan this region gives rise to an increased mea-
sured tunnel current. In the constant current mode the increased tunnelling from 
this region causes the feedback loop to retract the tip. Therefore despite that area 
of surface being topologically fiat , the STM images this area as a protrusion. 
3.2.2 STM Feedback Mechanism 
As the STM tip is scanned across the surface, the changing topography will 
result in the tip-sample separation changing. An image of the surface can 
therefore be reconstructed directly from the tunnel current data. This ap-
proach is known as constant height mode in reference to the constant absolute 
height of the tip . The major draw back of this method is that large surface 
features such as step edges can cause the tip to make contact with the sample, 
potentially damaging it beyond repair. To avoid this , a feedback mechanism 
is often employed to regulate the tip-sample separation. Put simply, a target 
value for the tunnel current is specified and t he mechanism adjusts t he V:: 
value to maintain the tunnel current at this value. For example. if the tip 
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encounters a step edge resulting in a reduction in the tip-sample separation 
and hence a rise in the tunnel current, the feedback mechanism responds b)' 
reducing the Vz value thus retracting the tip. This increases the tip-sample 
seperation so that the tunnel current returns to the target value. The topo-
graph of the surface can then be deduced from the V z voltage. The STM is 
said to be operating in constant current mode. Schematic diagrams illustrating 
the two different modes of operation are shown in Figure 3.5. As the feedback 
mechanism attempts to hold the tip at a level of constant current the tip will 
follow a trajectory of constant LDOS. 
More specifically, the majority of STMs (including the ones used to ob-
tain the results presented in this thesis) operate using a PI controller. These 
controllers regulate an output variable proportionally to a specified input and 
the history of that input. For general applications a third component is often 
considered; the derivative of the input history, however this is very sensitive to 
impulse noise and therefore not used here. For STM, the output variable is the 
voltage V z, this controls the vertical position of the tip. The input signal used 
is a voltage proportional to the difference between the target tunnel current 
and the measured tunnel current values. The equation determining the output 
voltage is of the form 
t' 
Vz = kpl!in + kJ 1 l!in(t) dt (3.13) 
where k p and kJ are constants relating to the proportional and integral com-
ponents of the output respectively. 
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3.2.3 STM Tip Preparation 
Producing an atomically sharp tip is of vital importance for an ST11 experi-
ment to be successful. If electrons can tunnel into more than one atom in the 
tip, the system is unable to distinguish the atomic origin of the electron, thus 
reducing the resolution of the resulting image. Fortunately, due to the expo-
nential dependence of the tunnel current on distance, only the few atoms which 
are closest to the surface will contribute significantly to tunnelling. Therefore 
in tip preparation it is only a small number of atoms at the extremity of the 
wire that we are concerned with. 
The experiments performed in this thesis have all been performed without 
a DRV environment. This places certain constraints on what materials can 
be used for the tip. For instance tungsten, which is commonly used for DRV 
STM experiments, oxidises in air. Tungsten oxide is non-conductive and the 
layer formed is sufficiently thick to make tunnelling impossible. Therefore 
STM experiments in atmospheric conditions commonly use a platinum-iridium 
(Pt/lr) alloy. This alloy is obtainable in a number of different ratios. We use 
an alloy with ratio 80Pt/20Ir purchased commercially from Goodfellow. 
STM tips are mechanically cut from the Pt/lr wire as follows. A small 
length of wire is held firmly using long-nose pliers. Sharp tungsten carbide 
wire cutters are then brought into contact with the wire forming as a acute 
an angle as possible. Rather than simply cutting the wire, the most effective 
mechanical tip preparation is achieved by pulling the wire through the cutters 
attempting to rip the end of the wire off. This on average produces a sharper 
tip with a higher aspect ratio than ones simply cut with wire cutters. 
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3.3 Density FUnctional Theory 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a theoretical modelling technique used 
to quantum-mechanically determine the ground state electronic structure of 
many-body systems (or critically many-electron systems). The core of the 
technique is based on two theorems developed by Hohenberg and Kohn ?? 
The first theory shows that the ground state properties of the system may be 
determined by the exact calculation of the electron density. This is compu-
tationally critical as it reduces the N-body problem from having 3N spatial 
coordinates to just 3. The second theory describes an energy functional of the 
system that when minimised gives the correct ground state electron density. 
These theories are then combined with those of Kohn and Sham which converts 
the problem of interacting electrons in an external potential to non-interacting 
electrons in an effective potential. The description of the electron Coulomb 
interactions is then included in this effective potential. 
Whilst this simplifies the problem, further approximations are still required 
to model the electron exchange and correlation interactions. In this thesis we 
use the generalised gradient approximation (GGA) proposed by Perdew et al. 
?? which means the energy functional depends only on the value of the electron 
density at that point and its gradient. The electronic orbitals are determined 
from a basis set. A double numerical plus polarisation (DNP) set is used for 
the calculations in this thesis. DNP basis sets have polarised functions for 
both sand p orbitals. 
In this thesis, DFT is used for determining the stability of potential molec-
ular bonding arrangements, calculating the binding energy of such s ~ ' s t e l l l s s and 
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the determination of molecular orbitals. Calculations are performed without 
the inclusion of a substrate or the presence of any solvent molecules. The 
constituent atoms within the molecules are constrained to be planar with the 
exception of any hydrogen atoms which have no addition constraints on their 
movement. These omissions are to reduce the computational strain of calcula-
tions and aid conversion to a realistic answer. As such the output of our D FT 
simulations and the conclusions drawn need to be considered in light of this. 
In particular, DFT does not effectively include van der Waals-type forces in 
the determination of energy values which would provide a significant increase 
in the binding energy of many networks especially if admolecule-substrate 
contributions were included. 
3.4 ToFSIMS 
Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) is an analysis 
technique used to determine the surface constituents of a sample. The sample is 
placed in an ultra-high vacuum and exposed to a rastered primary ion beam. 
This causes the local desorption of atoms and molecules from the sample. 
These secondary ions are collected into a flight path towards a detector. Mass 
spectrometry is performed on these ions based on their time-of-flight enabling 
the mass of the secondary ions to be determined with a high degree of accuracy. 
This reveals an accurate picture of the chemical make up at the surface of the 
sample. In our experiments, a primary bismuth ion source was used. A raster 
area of 500 x 500 f-Lm2 was analysed at a resolution of 256 x 256 pixels. 
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3.5 Substrate Materials 
As discussed in Section 3.1 ) the choice of surfaces which can be studied with 
STM is limited to electrical conductors which are predominantly atomically 
fiat . All of the work presented in this thesis was carried out under atmospheric 
conditions. This adds further limitation as some surfaces begin to form an 
oxide layer on exposure to air ) in particular silicon which is commonly used for 
STM under ultra-high vacuum conditions. The oxide layer is non-conductive 
so a tunnel current cannot be established. In this thesis we have studied 
the adsorption of molecules on two surfaces, highly ordered pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG) and the (111) plane of crystalline gold. 
3.5.1 Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite 
Figure 3.6: The Atomic structure of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite. 
HOPG is formed by annealing pyrolytic graphite at approximately 3300K 
under compressive stress. This produces a high purity and highly planar car-
bon surface. The atomic structure of the surface is Shm\'fl in Figure 3.6. Each 
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carbon atom in a plane bonds to t hree neighbours forming a hexagonal struc-
t ure. The carbon-carbon bond distance is l. 42 A. Alternating planes are sep-
arated by 3.35 A and are laterally displaced wit h respect to one another by 
l.42 A such t hat each hexagonal ring in one plane is centred on a carbon atom 
in the next. Planes are loosely bound to one another by the overlapping of 
7r-orbitals, known as 7r-7r stacking (c .f. Section 2.2 .4) . The large number of 
delocalised electrons within each plane make t he surface highly conduct ive. 
Figure 3.7: (a) A large STl\tf scan of t he HOPG surface showing t he large , flat ter-
races . The scale bar is 100 nm. (b) A small STM scan showing the atomic structure 
of HOPG . A schematic is overlaid to aid identification of the atomic structure. The 
scale bar is 0.5 nm . Bot h images were taken at I = 1 nA, V t ip = 0.1 V. 
A large STM scan of t he HOPG surface is shown in Figure 3.7a. The 
majority of t he surface appears fiat at t his magnification. Discrete lines in 
t he STrvI image can be seen which correspond to the ST I'v1 moving over an 
edge of a graphite plane (known as a graphite step edge) . Typically step edges 
have an average separation of 150 - 200 nm. The image shmvn in Figure 
3.7b shows a smaller scan of t he graphite surface. At t his magnification . the 
individual carbon atoms in the graphite plane can be resolved. T hey appear 
as hexagonally orientated bright protrusions corresponding to t he struct ure of 
one graphi te layer. 
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Figure 3.8: (a) The atomic structure of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite resolved 
so that three of the six carbon atoms appear bright. The green line shows the 
position of the line profile shown in (b). The brighter carbon atoms appear with a 
higher apparent height than the others. Image parameters; I = 1 nA, V t ip = 0.1 V, 
Whilst obtaining atomic resolution of carbon atoms in a graphite plane is 
relatively trivial , it is not uncommon for the appearance of the atoms under 
STM to change from scan to scan. By way of example, consider the image 
shown in Figure 3.8. In this imaging contrast , three of the six carbon atoms in 
a hexagonal unit appear brighter than the other three giving rise to a t r i a n g u ~ ~
lar contrast. This effect is caused by the density of states of the top graphi te 
layer being influenced by the layer below, The atoms that appear brighter c c r ~ ~
respond to atoms in the graphite structure with another carbon atom directly 
beneath them in the layer belmv, It is not known v,"ll'" the same structure 
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appears in different ways, the most plausible theory being related to a change 
in the interaction of the tip with the surface. 
The highly planar nature of the HOPG surface makes it very simple to 
clean. As the planes are only weakly bonded to one another the top layer can 
be cleaved from the sample exposing a clean surface. This is done by firmly 
pressing adhesive tape onto the sample, ensuring that good contact is made 
evenly across the surface, then carefully peeling back the sample. The top few 
layers of graphite remain adhered to the tape, creating a new clean surface. 
3.5.2 Gold (111) 
The second surface on which molecular adsorption has been studied is the 
(111) plane of gold. Crystalline gold has a face-centred cubic structure. The 
(111) plane of the crystal therefore has a three-fold triangular symmetry. The 
lattice constant of gold is 4 A. When cleaved, the Au (111) surface is commonly 
reported to reconstruct into the 23 x }3 herringbone reconstruction where 23 
gold atoms on the surface layer sit on top of 22 atoms in the bulk crystal. The 
stacking of the atoms in this top layer changes from face-centred cubic (fcc) 
to hexagonally close-packed (hcp) back to fcc across the 23 atom unit cell. 
The mismatch between the two layers creates strain across the surface which 
is partially relieved by the slight buckling in the top atomic layer resulting in 
tramline-like features. The herringbone pattern meanders across the surface 
with the kinks in the structure nucleated at defects or gold adatoms[47, 48]. 
Gold (111) on mica surfaces were purchased from Georg Albert[49]. Sam-
ples were stored in a pressurised nitrogen atmosphere. I m m e d i a t e l ~ ' ' prior to 
use, samples "vere removed from the nitrogen atmosphere and cleaned in an 
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Figure 3.9: An large-scale image of the Au (111) Surface. The scale bar is 40 nm. 
The image was taken at I = 0.5 nA, V t i p = -0.25 V. 
oxygen plasma whilst being heated to 1000 e for 15 seconds. This ensured 
the surface was clean of adsorbates. Deposition was carried out after cleaning 
without any further annealing. An example STIVI image of a clean Au (111) 
surface is shown in Figure 3.9. The surface exhibits large flat terraces similar 
to graphite. The step edges of graphite , however , are much straighter , less 
frequent and more sharply defined. We do not readily observe the herring-
bone reconstruction in STM owing to the reduced resolution associated with 
atmospheric imaging and as the samples are not annealed immediately prior to 
imaging. It has not been possible to obtain atomic resolution of the Au (111 ) 
surface under atmospheric conditions. 
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3.6 Solution Deposition 
In this thesis, all of the results presented have been obtained by STM under 
liquid conditions. Without a DRV (or RV) environment, conventional molec-
ular deposition techniques such as sublimation cannot be used. Therefore in 
order to deposit molecules of interest onto surfaces, we first dissolve them 
into a suitable solvent. The solution is then brought into contact with the 
surface and the molecules adsorb onto it, reducing the energy of the system. 
The specifics of the deposition technique is dependent on the solvent used, as 
detailed in subsequent sections. 
The choice of solvent used depends on a number of criteria. The solvent 
must be able to dissolve the target molecule. It is worth noting that only 
a relatively small amount of the molecule needs to actually dissolve as the 
number required to form an extended monolayer is low. In order for the target 
molecule to form an extended molecular structure it must be more energetically 
favourable for it to adsorb onto the surface than for the solvent molecules. If 
this is not the case the target molecules will remain dissolved in solution and 
solvent adsorption will occur. 
3.6.1 Specific solution deposition methods 
Depositing molecules from solution first requires that the powdered form of 
the molecule is dissolved in a suitable solvent. Typically, 1 mg of molecule is 
combined with 6 ml of solvent although specific values vary from experiment 
to experiment. The solution is then placed in an ultrasonic bath to help break 
up the large crystals and to ensure that both the maximum amount of solute 
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is dissolved in the solvent and that there is an even concentration throughout 
the solution. Solutions are also ultrasonicated immediately prior to deposition 
for these reasons. Often this produces a saturated solution as many of the 
molecules we have studied have limited solubility. A 10 ILl droplet of the 
solution is removed using a pipette and deposited onto the sample surface. 
If the timescale for the evaporation of a droplet of a solvent is sufficiently 
long (at room temperature) that the droplet does not evaporate over the course 
of some hours the STM tip can be immersed directly into it and STM per-
formed at the liquid-solid interface. This places certain additional constraints 
on the properties of the solvent. It must be a very poor conductor of electricity 
otherwise the system will short as electrons will be able to freely pass from the 
STM tip to the grounded sample without the need to quantum mechanically 
tunnel. STM tips can be insulated to get around this issue, though these re-
quire a more extended preparation procedure than using regular Pt/lr wire. 
The solvent vapour must be non-toxic as the STM itself is housed necessarily 
in an environmentally isolated chamber. To introduce a gas extraction system 
would generate both noise and a considerable amount of drift into imaging. 
For solvents where evaporation is rapid, the droplet will evaporate faster 
than it is reasonable to perform an STM experiment on the sample. Samples 
are therefore left until solvent evaporation has been completed before being 
scanned with STM at the air-solid interface. 
3.6.2 Solvents 
In this section the atomic structures and specific experimental details relating 
to each of the soh"ents used in this work v,"ill be discussed. Experiments \H'lT 
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carried out usmg a total of four different solvents ; nonanoic acid . ethanol. 
butanol and phenyloctane. 
N onanoic Acid 
Figure 3.10: (a) An STM scan of nonanoic acid molecules adsorbed on the HOPG 
surface. The scale bar is 3 nm. The image was taken at I = 0.03 nA, V t i p = 1.2 V. 
Inset: Molecular ball and stick diagram of nonanoic acid. (b) A smaller scan of the 
network illust rating the alternating orientation of the molecules along the lamella 
st ructure. The scale bar is 2 nm. The image was taken at I = 0.03 nA, V tip = 1.2 V. 
Nonanoic acid (inset Figure 3. 10a) is formed from a carboxylic acid group 
bonded to an alkane chain (nine carbon atoms) . The carboxylic acid group 
makes the solvent an ideal candidate for dissolving molecules t hat also have 
carboxylic acid functionality as t hese groups can form double hydrogen bonds 
with themselves . The high boiling point of the solvent means that droplets 
t ake days to evaporat e at room temperature. This makes the solvent an ideal 
candidat e for in-sit u STIvr experiments when combined ,vit h its low electrical 
conductivity. 
An STIvr image of nonanoic acid adsorbed on the HOP G surfa ce is shmvn 
in Figure 3. 10. The molecules form an ordered lamellar structure. Adjacent 
molecules (in neighbouring rmvs) bond to one another t hrough the ca rboxdic 
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groups as highlighted by t he overlaid molecular diagram in Figure 3.10b. T he 
periodicity of the lamellar rows is measured to be l. 3 ± 0.1 nm consistent 
with the length of one nonanoic acid molecule (l.2 ± 0.1 nm). The system 
will be additionally stabilised by van del' Waals interactions between neigh-
bouring molecules and the surface[26] . The commensurability between neigh-
bouring alkane chains and the underlying HOPG substrate will increase the 
total strength of these interactions. From close examination of Figure 3. 10b. 
the nonanoic acid molecules do not appear to be all aligned in the same ori-
entation. There are brighter patches within the lines of dark cont rast with a 
periodicity of 1 ± 0.1 nm. We propose that these bright features within the 
lines of dark contrast correspond to carboxylic acid dimer junctions. VYe also 
note that these features appear to be offset to one another from one lamellar 
row to the next. We attribute t his to an alternation of molecular orientation as 
commonly described in the literature[26 , 27] and illustrated by the molecular 
overlay in Figure 3.10b. 
Ethanol and Butanol 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. 11: The molecular structure of (a) ethanol and (b) butanol. 
l\101ecular diagrams of ethanol and butanol are shown in Figure 3.11 . T he 
molecules are comprised of a hydroxyl group attached to an alkane chain of ei-
ther two (ethanol) or four (butanol) carbon atoms. Both molecules are highh' 
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solubilising owing to the hydroxyl group and the shortness of the alkane chain 
making them suitable solvents for the liquid deposition of molecules. Exper-
iments are performed by allowing t he solution to evaporate prior to scanning 
with STM as droplets will not persist more than a few minutes. 
Phenyloctane 
Figure 3.12: The molecular structure of I-phenyloctane. 
The structure of 1-phenyloctane is shown in Figure 3.12. The molecule is 
comprised of a phenyl group linked to an alkane chain eight carbon atoms long. 
Phenyloctane has been used extensively in the literature for the dissolution 
and subsequent deposition of molecules with large alkane chains[27] as t he 
cumulative effect of the van der Waals interactions between alkane chains on 
the solute and solvent gives rise to a strong binding. Like nonanoic acid. 
phenyloctane has poor electrical conductance and a droplet will persist for 
much longer than the timescale of an ST]'v1 experiment , STNI scanning is thus 
performed at the phenyloctane-substrate interface. 
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3.7 Image processing 
This section will discuss the different methods and techniques used in this 
thesis for the processing of STM data. In particular, methods for reducing the 
effect of STM drift will be discussed in detail as well as compensating for a non-
zero angle between the substrate and scanning X-V planes. Finally, a number 
of image enhancement techniques will be presented. All image processing 
carried out on STM images in this thesis is performed with the WSxM software 
[50]. 
3.7.1 Distortion in STM images 
Image distortion in STM covers a wide range of effects each resulting from 
different aspects of STM operation. Effects include thermal drift, scan tube 
creep and hysteresis and the calibration of the piezoelectric crystals. Thermal 
drift is caused by the thermal expansion of components within the STM as a 
result of a temperature gradient. This changing temperature can be caused by 
external air currents or by heat generated internally in the STM. A change in 
temperature will crucially lead to the thermal expansion of the piezoelectric 
crystals resulting in the STM tip drifting in three dimensions with respect 
to the scan origin. For STM images, thermal drift has the appearance of 
stretching the image in the direction parallel to the drift. Over time the system 
will return to thermal equilibrium reducing the strength of the effect. 
There are two main techniques used in this thesis to reduce the influence of 
thermal drift on distance measurements; image averaging and split molecule-
substrate imaging. Image averaging requires that a number of STl\I images 
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are taken where the scan area is rotated with respect to the direction of drift. 
The specific distance value can then be measured and averaged from each of 
the images. A better method is to image both the atomic structure of the 
substrate and the adsorbed molecular layer in the same STM image. This is 
achieved by scanning the adsorbed layer with the conventional tunneling pa-
rameters for imaging the network then, half way through the scan, changing 
the parameters to those that reliably image the substrate. The atomic struc-
ture of the substrate is well categorised with a well defined lattice constant. 
The comparison of this value with one obtained from an S T ~ 1 1 image will pro-
vide a measure of the drift in the image, assuming that the drift is constant 
across the whole scan. A subsequent distance measurement for the adsorbed 
molecular layer can then be adjusted for drift. 
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, piezoelectric crystals are used to perform the 
very small movements required for STM scanning. The expansion of these 
crystals can be controlled by the voltage applied across them. However, this 
expansion is not perfectly uniform. When the voltage across the piezotube 
is changed, the crystal initially expands/contracts quickly before slowing, ex-
trapolating to the target size giving rise to the name piezoelectric creep. This 
effect has two implications for STM scanning. Firstly, when the scan area is 
moved to a new area using the piezotubes the system will need time to re-
lax as the piezotubes expand/contract to the new position. If STM data is 
taken in this time, images will have the appearance of non-uniform drift as the 
piezotube creep exponentially reduces over time. Secondly. as the STlVl uses 
piezoelecric crystals to scan the surface. The piezoelectric creep will occur as 
the tip approaches the edges of the scan, known as scan tube hysteresis. This 
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leads to distortion of STM images at the edges of the fast scan direction. To 
compensate for this, an overscan is often used whereby the STl\I scans a larger 
area than is desired and the data is only taken from the middle of the scan 
region where piezoelectric creep is minimized. 
3.7.2 STM image flattening 
In STM it is highly unlikely that the tip will be perfectly perpendicular to 
the surface giving rise to a non-zero angle between it and the z direction. In 
resulting STM images, the sample surface will appear to be at a steep gradient 
which normally masks any observable detail. To compensate for this a plane is 
fitted based on the line scans which is then subtracted from it. This removes 
the gradient and reveals the residuals of the global plane, i.e. the detail of the 
surface features. 
3.7.3 STM image enhancement 
Whilst the above experiment and processing techniques are often essential in 
producing an STM image from which meaningful conclusions can be drawn, 
there are a range of additional image processing techniques which can be used 
to enhance specific features in an image or improve the overall quality. Those 
techniques that have been used for STM image enhancement in this thesis will 
now be discussed. 
A histogram equalisation has been applied to every STM image we present. 
The technique is a basic contrast enhancement whereby the greyscale bright-
ness values are remapped between 0 and 255 such that a cumulative histogram 
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of the image becomes a straight line. It has the effect of broadening or flat-
tening a histogram of number of pixels against pixel value such that the dis-
tribution of pixel height values becomes more even, giving rise to an increased 
contrast. This technique is a simple reassignment of the pixel height values, 
thus it does not fundamentally manipulate the data. Histogram equalisation 
can also be used to enhance a specific range of pixel values. This is achieved by 
only considering this range when performing the equalisation and thresholding 
values outside of this to 0 or 255. 
In any image, reducing noise is important and highly desirable. Often this 
can be achieved through good experimental setup and procedure alone. How-
ever in some cases, additional post-experiment noise reduction techniques are 
required. For a number of images in this thesis additional noise reduction was 
utilised, specifically Gaussian smoothing. The noisy STM image is convoluted 
with a 2D Gaussian function, blurring the image. It is particularly effective 
at removing high frequency "speckle" noise, in a similar way to a basic pixel-
averaging technique. The noise reduction does come at the price of reduced 
spatial resolution, hence this technique has been used sparingly in this work 
and only where stated. 
3.8 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this chapter has presented an overview of the fundamental the-
ory used in STM. The implications and limitations of the theory \\'ere then 
discussed. Section 3.2 reviews how in practise ST11 theor)' is translated into 
images of the surface. A summary of the substrate materials used for exper-
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iments in this thesis is presented as well as the solvents and deposition tech-
niques used. Finally a explanation of the image processing and enhancement 
techniques that have been performed on images is included. 
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The different adsorption 
morphologies of two carboxylic 
acid derivatives 
We have investigated the supramolecular networks formed by two carboxylic 
acid tectons when deposited from nonanoic acid on the HOPG surface. The 
first; quaterphenyl-tetracarboxylic acid (QPTC); forms a parallel network 
where each molecule bonds to its four neighbours via carboxylic acid dimer 
bonds. The second tecton studied was terphenyl-tetracarboxylic acid (TPTC). 
Unlike QPTC; TPTC forms a hexagonally ordered network with no transla-
tional symmetry. The molecules were found to order themselves in one of 
three different directions forming a total of five different conformations around 
the hexagonally ordered pores. We show that the TPTC network maybe repre-
sented as a tiling of rhombi and by following previously identified mathematical 
techniques; we determine that the disordered nature of the netwoTk is stoliili,,-;( d 
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by the entropic contribution to the free energy. The role of topological defects 
is discussed and we show that the propagation of so called triangular defects 
provides a mechanism for morphological re-ordering, equivalent to transferring 
between the near-degenerate ground states of the system. 
Such defect diffusion events are rare and very localised. In order to inves-
tigate larger changes in network morphology the evolution of TPTC domain 
boundaries has been studied. We show that large changes in morphology can 
occur at these boundaries as a result of the dynamic nature of the network 
growth. Finally we demonstrate the direct manipulation of the network mor-
phology by the tip-directed formation of close-packed TPTC domains and their 
subsequent relaxation forming a network with a perturbed statistical distribu-
tion of pore types. 
4.1 Introduction 
Supramolecular chemistry is sufficiently well understood that molecules can be 
synthesised with a specific functionality so that when deposited on a surface 
they will form a pre-targeted molecular structure[51, 52]. Strong hydrogen 
bonds are particularly suited to directing network formation as they are inter-
mediate between being robust enough to produce stable molecular structures 
and yet weak enough to allow the diffusion of molecules into the lowest energy 
configuration[32, 53]. Carboxylic acid moieties are particularly suitable as a 
primary hydrogen bonding group as they preferentially form dimers[5--:L 55, 56]. 
The highly directional nature of these dimers limits the bonding angle betweC>ll 
molecules resulting in increased control over the possible molecular structures. 
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The carboxylic acid dimer interaction is the principal hydrogen bonding junc-
tion for all of the molecules discussed in this chapter. 
l. Hydrogen Carbon • Oxygen 
Figure 4.1: A DFT simulation of a carboxylic acid dimer. 
In order to gain further insight into the carboxylic dimer interaction , den-
sity functional theory (DFT) simulations have been performed on the junction . 
The stabilising energy was found to be 0.76 eV per junction. The energy was 
found by calculating the total energy of the dimer system, shown in Figure 
4.1, and subtracting this from twice the total energy of a single carboxylic 
acid moiety. The equilibrium separation of the carbon atoms was found to be 
3.77 A. 
Molecules with carboxylic acid functionality have been used previously in 
the formation of supramolecular structures , most noticeably in the formation 
of trimesic acid (TMA) layers on a number of surfaces [23 , 57, 58, 59]. The 
three carboxylic acid groups create a strong energetic preference for the for-
mation of a hexagonal network where each TMA molecule participates in three 
carboxylic acid-carboxylic acid bonds. Other , more complex structures hm·e 
been observed and it would appear that the choice of solvent molecule is parti c-
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ularly influential in det ermining which is the most energetically stable[19]. In 
our research we have studied the network formation of the two carboxylic acid 
tectons[60] terphenyl-3 ,5,3' ,5'-tetracarboxylic acid (TPTC) and quaterphenyl-
3,5,3' ,5'-tetracarboxylic acid (QPTC) shown in Figure 4.2a and b respectively. 
(a) 
Hydrogen 
C;lrbon 
(b) • Oxygen 
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagrams of the (a) TPTC and (b) QPTC molecules. 
4.2 Experimental 
The synthesis of the TPTC and QPTC molecules has been published in our 
previous work[61 , 62]. Saturated solutions of the TPTC and QPTC molecules 
in nonanoic acid were prepared and ultrasonicated immediately prior to deposi-
tion. This was to ensure that the solution was truly saturated as the solubility 
of both molecules is relatively poor. For both experiments . a 10 !.d droplet of 
solution was deposited on a freshly cleaved , high oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG) surface . Samples were imaged with a STl\ I operating at the nonanoic 
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acid-HOPe interface under atmospheric conditions. STM: tips mechanically 
cut from 80/20 Pt/lr wire were prepared in advance and their quality tested 
by imaging the HOpe in air. The STM chamber was allowed to settle for up 
to two hours prior to advancing the STM tip into tunnelling to minimise image 
drift due to atmospheric disturbance. Once approached, voltage pulsing was 
used to improve tip resolution. Typical values ranged from 3-5 V with a 200/1s 
duration. If the resolution was particularly poor, larger 10 V pulses were used 
and failing that, a new STM tip was cut. All images presented in this section 
were taken with the voltage bias applied to the STM tip. 
4.3 QPTC Results 
A typical STM scan of the QPTC network in shown in Figure 4.3. The aro-
matic backbone of the molecule appears bright in the STM scan, with detail of 
the individual phenyl groups visible. The central two groups appear brighter 
than the two isophthalic groups. We observe a greater than 90% coverage of 
the HOpe surface. The backbones of the molecules lie parallel to one another 
forming a parallel network. The inset in Figure 4.3 highlights the packing of 
the molecules. Each molecule participates in four carboxylic acid dimer bonds 
which stabilises the network. By taking measurements from multiple images 
acquired with different scan directions, the effect of thermal drift can be elim-
inated and a value for the molecular separation determined. We found the 
values of a and b to be 2.0±0.1 nm and 2.1±0.1 nm respectively, in excellent 
agreement with previous work[63]. Closer inspection of the images reyeals the 
presence of a periodic modulation of the network contrast. The p e r i o d i c i t ~ ' ' of 
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Figure 4.3: An STM scan of the QPTC network formed at the nonanoic acid/ HOPG 
interface. The white arrows indicate the unit cell vectors. The image was taken at 
I = 40 pA, V tip = 1.1 V. The scale bar is 6 nm. 
this feature can be enhanced by computing t he Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
of this image. This produces a k-space image showing the spatial frequencies 
of the image (Figure 4.4a (inset )). Figure 4.4b shows t he image wit h the con-
trast modulation enhanced . The periodicity of this feature is measured to be 
7.2±O.6 nm. 
In order to investigat e the origins of the periodic banding we have produced 
a model of the QPTC structure adsorbed on t he HOPG surface. A schemat ic 
diagram is shown in Figure 4.5. The pair of black lines indicates rows of 
molecules which have equivalent substrate adsorption sites. The molecules are 
relat ed by a t ranslation of 4b . The perpendicular seperation of the black lines 
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Figure 4.4: (a) The STM scan of the QPTC network shown in Figure 4.3 with 
the corresponding FFT shown in the inset. The two peaks closest to the origin 
correspond to the modulating contrast across the network. (b) The image shown in 
(a) with the contrast modulation enhanced for clarity. Both scale bars are 6 nm. 
is therefore calculated to be 7.5±0.4 nm. As the periodicity of the contrast 
modulation is in agreement with this value , it suggests that the banding we 
observe is a Moire pattern formed from the mismatch between the substrate 
and adsorbed molecular layer. 
Another STM image is shown in Figure 4.6. The QPTC molecules used 
in this experiment came from a later synthetic run. There appear to be two 
distinct molecular species present in the sample. The separation of the two 
molecular species is determined to be 2.8±O.3 nm and 1.9±O.1 nm. This 
suggests that a larger molecular species forms interstitial rows commensurably 
in the QPTC bulk network. From consideration of the molecular size and 
the synthetic t echnique it is likely that this impurity is hexaphenyl-3 ,5,3',5 '-
tetracarboxylic acid (HPTC). We suspect that this impurity arises during the 
chemical synthesis. Ceteris paribus, it stands to reason that the larger HPTC 
molecule has a stronger interaction with the HOPG surface , by virtue of being 
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Figure 4.5: A schematic diagram showing the adsorption of QPTC molecules on a 
HOPG surface. The black lines indicate rows of molecules with equivalent adsorption 
sites. 
larger , t hus increasing the probability of adsorption relative to QPTC. Hence 
even for very small concentrations, it can become a prominent feature of the 
molecular network. It is also worth drawing special attention to the fact that 
the HPTC molecules form interstitial rows in the QPTC bulk network instead 
of forming domains of pure HPTC. Such rows can link to QPTC rows wit hout 
forming defects as the chemical structure of t he isophthalic groups is ident ical. 
However the change in molecular backbone length means only similar molecules 
can adsorb along the row without the formation of defects. 
The model shown in the inset of Figure 4.3 and which is also discussed in 
previous work [63] implies that the QPTC parallel network is not only porous. 
but that those pores are vacant. Close examination of the STl\f images of 
the network suggest that this is not t he case. But it has not been possible to 
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Figure 4.6: An STM scan of the QPTC network formed at the nonanoic acid/HOPG 
interface. Rows of HPTC impurity highlighted between the blue dashed lines can be 
seen interspersed amongst the QPTC network. The image was taken at I = 50 pA, 
V tip = 1 V. The scale bar is 6 nm. 
obtain resolution of any constituent . The most persuasive argument is that 
solvent molecules co-adsorb into the pores of the network , lowering the total 
energy. The adsorption of nonanoic acid onto the HOPG surface has already 
been described in Section 3.6.2, thus co-adsorption is certainly a feasible ex-
planation. From simple geometric constraints it is unlikely that more t han 
one or two solvent molecules would be able to adsorb into anyone QPTC pore 
resulting in the solvent molecules being loosely bound to the structure and 
hence difficult to image using STl\1 . It could also be argued that adsorption 
of another QPTC molecule occurs , but a simple geometric argument vvould 
imply that the molecule would have to adsorb in a relatively unconventional 
way, suggesting that t his would be energetically unfavourable. 
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4.4 TPTC Results 
An example STM image of the TPTC network is shown in Figure 4.7a. The 
TPTC molecules appear as bright rod like features on the HOPG surface, 
with the middle benzene group appearing the brightest of the three. Unlike 
the quarterphenyl version of the molecule however, the TPTC molecules do not 
all lie parallel to one another. The formed structure is much more complex. 
All the molecules lie on a hexagonally symmetric lattice and each molecule 
is oriented in one of three different directions, at 1200 to each other. This 
hexagonal symmetry is highlighted in Figure 4.7a by the green circles located 
over the centres of the network pores. We can therefore determine that a 
level of order is present in the network. However, unlike the vast majority of 
observed hydrogen-bonded structures formed by molecules on HOPG, there is 
no extended translational symmetry of the molecules. 
The larger scan shown in Figure 4.7b shows that this unusual network 
morphology occurs over extended areas of the surface. We estimate the total 
surface coverage of network to be at greater than 90%. The periodicity of the 
hexagonally ordered pores was determined from a split image of half the TPTC 
network and half the HOPG substrate. This is achieved by first imaging the 
TPTC network and half-way through the image changing the tunnel current 
and/ or bias voltage to those which will image the substrate, shown in Figure 
4.7c. A measurement of the separation of carbon atoms in the substrate and 
subsequent comparison to the accepted values gives a measure of the drift. The 
molecular separation can therefore be scaled accordingly. The pore to pore 
separation was determined to be 16.6±0.8 A. It is worth mentioning at t h i ~ ~
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Figure 4.7: (a) An STM image of the TPTC network taken at the nonanoic 
acid/HOpe interface. The image was taken at 1 = 150 pA, Vtip = 1 V . The scale 
bar is 5 nrn. (b) A larger scan of the TPTC network showing that t he rnorpholog-y 
is extensive across the surface. The image was taken at 1 = 135 pA, V tip = 1 V. The 
scale bar is 5 nrn. (c) A composite image showing the TPTC network (t.op) and 
the underlying HOpe substrate (bottom). The tunnelling parameters are changed 
half way through t.he image from those which image the adsorbed TPTC molecules 
(1 = 5 pA, Vtip = 1.2 V) to those that image the substrate (1 = 1 nA. V "p = 0.1 V) 
The scale bar is 3 11111 . 
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st age t hat commonly t he reverse image constant is measured "vhere th pores 
of t he TPTC network appear bright and the actually molecules darker. Thus 
images of t he syst em show a hexagonally ordered arrangement of dots (t he 
pores). In this contrast , no det ail of the molecules t hemselves is visible t hus 
the determination of molecular morphology is not possible. We believe that 
the specific st at e the tip is in plays a critical role in determining t he imaging 
contrast as imaging can switch between the two without external input. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.8: A schematic diagram showing the two distinct bonding arrangements 
of two TPTC molecules. 
After careful examination of a number of STM images we determine t hat 
there are only two distinct TPTC bonding orientations. These two admolecule-
admolecule bonding geometries are shown in Figure 4.8. The first , shown in 
Figure 4.8a has the aromatic backbones of the two molecules lying parallel to 
one anot her. The second arrangement , known as the ant i-parallel orientation 
(Figure 4.8b) has the molecular backbones rotated 60° to one another. In 
both geometries, the TPTC molecules form a single carboxylic-carboxylic acid 
hydrogen bond. In order to determine if t here is any energetic difference in 
these two geometries , we have performed DFT calculations [61J. T he values for 
d1 and d 2 were determined to be 9.6 A and 8.7 A respectively The binding 
energy of both systems was determined to be 0.80 e V . 
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Figure 4.9: (a) A section of t he image shown in Figure 4.7a with examples of the 
five distinct pore types sectioned in the green dashed boxes. (b) Images of the 
five pore types and beneath them in (c) are the corresponding molecular schematic 
diagrams. 
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Despite the TPTC molecules only bonding in two ways, five different unique 
arrangements of TPTC molecules around any network pore are observed. \Ye 
refer to these as "pore types". The arrangements are highlighted in the network 
shown in Figure 4.9a. The first pore type (from left to right in Figure -1.9b) 
is a hexaisophthalate pore similar to that found in the trimesic acid (Tj\IA) 
chickenwire structure[23]. This pore is formed from six TPTC molecules all 
forming non-parallel hydrogen bonds with each other. The second pore type 
is a five-membered pore formed from three non-parallel hydrogen bonds and 
two parallel bonds. Thirdly, a four-membered pore which has two non-parallel 
and two parallel bonds. Fourthly, another four-membered pore which is simi-
lar to the parallel structure formed by the QPTC tecton which exhibits four 
parallel hydrogen bonds. Finally, a three-membered pore type which has three 
non-parallel bonds. For clarity these pores will be referred to as star, sunrise, 
arrowhead, diamond and box respectively. In order to statistically determine 
the relative abundance of each of the five pore types, multiple images of sizes 
ranging from 50x50 to 100xl00 nm2 were analysed. We determined the distri-
bution of pore types to be 13.3%, 18.4%, 19.8%, 1.3% and 47.3% for each type 
respectively. 
4.4.1 Analysis 
The molecular networks which are commonly reported in the literature nor-
mally exhibit translational symmetry. There are only a few examples of disor-
dered molecular systems[16, 64]. In order to analyse the glassy morphology of 
the network we perform a one-to-one mapping of TPTC molecules to lozenge 
rhombi as follows. In Figure -1.7a we highlighted the hexagonal ordering of the 
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Figure 4.10: (a) A section of the image shown in Figure 4.9a with the hexagonal 
order utilised to form a triangular grid . (b) The grid lines that intersect molecules 
have been removed to produce a tiling of rhombi . On subsequent tilings, the rhombi 
are coloured according to orientation. 
pores. Drawing lines intersecting all the pores illustrates that the network lies 
on a triangular lattice, shown in Figure 4.10a. Each adsorbed TPTC molecule 
t akes up exactly two triangles of t he lattice. Removing the lines t hat bisect 
TPTC molecules (Figure 4.10b) produces a t iling of rhombi with internal an-
gles of 60° and 120°. We note that the rhombi orient t hemselves in one of 
three directions and now the carboxylic acid dimer bonds are located at the 
midpoint of t he rhombus edges. Alternatively, the formation of a rhombus 
tiling can be t hought of as replacing every TPTC molecule in a STI'vl image 
with a lozenge rhombus completely tiling t he image. Subsequent ly we colour 
tiles by t he orientation to aid visualisation as shown in Figure 4.10c. 
Height Function Analysis 
Rhombus tilings have been studied t heoretically before and related to ex-
perimental systems in fields such as ferromagnetism [65, 66]. In order to 
determine whether the rhombus t ilings produced from the TPTC network 
are t ruly random , we utilise the mathematical techniques available in the 
lit erature[67 , 68 , 69 , 70]. Vve int roduce an effect ive t iling height by defi n-
ing and arbit rary origin at a t iling vertex t hen . using t he scheme in Figure 
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Figure 4.11: (a) The scheme for determining the height function of a point relative 
to an origin. (b) An example showing a box pore and the height values of the points 
surrounding it . 
4.11a, we can determine t he height of all other vert ices relative to this point . 
It is the equivalent of considering the rhombus t iling as t he projection of a 
three-dimensional surface where points of equal "height" correspond to points 
in t he same (111) crystallographic plane. Areas of higher or lower height will 
correspond to the (111) planes above or below that plane in a similar way to 
contours on a map . The rhombi are then coloured by calculating the average 
height value from t he height of t he four adj acent vert ices. 
However , this height scheme only holds true for defect free tilings . Whilst 
vacancies in the network have no effect on t he height function , t riangular 
topological defect s result in the height function becoming mult ivalued. Their 
effect is analogous t o screw dislocations in a crystal structure result ing in a 
nonzero change in the height function for a closed path around them. T he 
net change in the height function around a closed path enclosing a t riangular 
defect is ±3[70, 71] . 
The rhombus t iling produced from a 100x100nm2 ST i\l image is shovvn in 
Figure 4.12a and the corresponding height function is shown in Figure 4.12b. 
The colour scale in t he height function is hot/ cold with the hotter colours 
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Figure 4.12: (a) The rhombus tiling of an lOOxlOO nm2 STM image. (b) The 
height function of the tiling shown in (a) . 
corresponding to higher height values. The lines that connect defects with 
opposite charge have not been illustrated but are clearly visible from jumps 
in the height function colour. We also note the effect on the height funct ion 
of each of t he different pore types. The rhombi that form star and box pores 
(defined in Section 4.4) all have the same average height value, implying there 
is no change in the height function across them. The sunrise, arrowhead and 
diamond pores however , all contain a non-equal number of each of the three 
orientations of tile, implying that they result in a change in the height function. 
Ordered networks can be formed using either just the diamond pore type, for 
example the structure formed by the QPTC system (Section 4.3), or a combi-
nation of t he star and box pores (such as that formed by the QPTC-coronene 
network in Section 5.2.1 ). The former would have a height function \\'hich 
was a constant gradient from one side of t he image to the ot her ( e s s s n t t a l l l ' ' a 
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sloped height function). The latter would have a perfectly fiat height function 
of where all the tiles are the same colour. A height function that tends towards 
one of these implies that the network is closer to an ordered state. 
To further our tiling analysis, we introduce an effective elastic free energy 
of the system. We assume that all possible tilings are degenerate and that the 
numbers of each of the three orientations of tile are equal. The first assumption 
implies that the effective internal energy of a tiling will be much less than the 
entropic contribution. Therefore, 
F=-S (4.1 ) 
in units of kBT, where kB is Boltzmann's constant. The second assumption 
implies that the entropy density will be at a maximum in this case (Henley 
elegantly relates this to a mixture of gases having maximum entropy when 
each component has equal density [72]) . We refer to the literature where for 
any maximally random tiling, the entropy density is given by 
(4.2) 
where O(IVhln ) refers to higher order terms in Vh. As the entropy density is 
at a maximum, we can simplify equation 4.2 by only considering the term in 
IVhI2. Thus the free energy for the whole tiling may be expressed as 
(J.3) 
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This may expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of h . H as 
(4.-i) 
Henley then shows that fluctuations in this energy can be expected with a 
power spectrum < hk >cx K01 1kl-2 leading to real-space logarithmic spatial 
correlations of 
C(r) = ([h(O) - h(r)]2 ) = (7rKo) - lln(r) + c (4 .5) 
where c is a constant . For maximally random rhombus tilings Ko = 7r / 9[72 , 70] . 
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Figure 4.13: Graph showing the logarithmic dependence of the correlation function 
on distance. 
A graph of the correlation function C (r) against distance is s h O \ \ ' n n in Figure 
4.13 . There is a clear logarithmic dependence on dist ance r identifying the 
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TPTC network as a random rhombus tiling. The value for K is determined to 
be Keff = 0.58 = 1.7Ko 
Discussion of Keff for the TPTC network 
The logarithmic dependence illustrates that random morphological behaviour 
is present in the tiling, though the value for Keff was determined to be much 
greater than expected for a maximally random tiling. The correlation function 
is based on the assumption of a defect free tiling. However, we have already 
discussed the effect of introducing defects into the tiling in Section 4.4.1. In 
any case the defects only introduce errors to the correlation function at r > rd. 
Thus this cannot account for the difference between Keff and Ko. Close exam-
mination of the theory identifies two possible explanations for the discrepancy; 
an equal number of each of the three tile orientations and energetically degen-
erate states. The 100x100 nm2 image used to produce the correlation function 
contains 4138 tiles with 1376, 1383 and 1379 in each of the three different ori-
entations. This is within statistical error of an even distribution. Which leaves 
us with the question of whether the tilings are truly degenerate. In Figure 4.9 
we identified that the values of Id1 1 and Id2 1 were 9.6 A and 8.7 A respectively 
and the binding energy of both systems was determined to be 0.80eV. Whilst 
there is no energetic difference in terms of the binding energy (within error), 
the differences in the values of I d 11 and I d 2 1 breaks the symmetry of the S ~ ' s s
tern and hence also the energetic degeneracy. In our experiments we observe 
this as a slight preference for the non-parallel bonding geometry. To highlight 
this preference we note that the ratio of parallel to non-parallel bonds show a 
dear preference for the non-parallel bonding geometry with 797c (± 17c) of the 
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bonds in the network being non-paralleL By way of comparison, simulations 
of a maximally random tiling predict 61 % (± 1 %) of bonds to be non-paralleL 
4.4.2 Network Defects 
From larger STM scans, we can identify two types of structural defect found in 
the TPTC network. These defects are fundamentally different from features 
such as domain boundaries, though they may nucleate at them. The first 
of which is a simple molecular vacancy, equivalent to a whole rhombus tile 
that is absent from the network. A vacancy is likely to come about from the 
readsorption of a TPTC molecule back into solution once the network has been 
formed. Such an event will result in the breaking of the four carboxylic acid 
dimer bonds as well as any admolecule-substrate contributions. There will be 
a large energy barrier (relative to the thermal energy at room temperature) to 
this process. However, there is still a small but finite probability that such an 
energetically unfavourable event occurring. The second type of defect is much 
more intrinsically interesting. It is the equivalent of a half tile vacancy in the 
network. Such defects arise due to the disordered morphology of the TPTC 
network, thus are not commonly identifiable in more ordered structures. These 
defects appear in two different effective "charges" which correspond to triangles 
in a tiling pointing either up or down. The formation of these triangular defects 
has not been observed experimentally though we have formulated two likely 
mechanisms. The first is that they are formed during the initial growth stage 
of the network and that the TPTC network simply forms around them as 
illustrated in Figure 4.14a. Secondly that they are formed from a combination 
of events (Figure 4.14b); the desorption of a molecule from the network creating 
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(a) 
Figure 4.14: (a) An example showing the creation of a topological defect during 
growth. The network grows around the site leaving some carboxylic acid bonds 
unsatisified . (b) An illustration of defect creation mechanism 2. A TPTC molecule 
desorbs from the middle of the network and a diffusion event occurs for a TPTC 
molecule neighbouring the site. The vacancy is t hen split up into two triangular 
defect s with opposite effective charge. (c) An experimentally observed defect diffu-
sion event discussed in the text. The blue box highlights the possible presence of an 
additional molecular species. 
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a vacancy, followed by the diffusion of another TPTC molecule adsorbed in 
the network essentially splitting the vacancy into two independent triangular 
defects of opposite charge. It is worth noting that the first suggested defect 
creation mechanism does not require equal numbers of the two defect charges 
to be created (though statistically it would be expected), whereas the second 
method does require it. 
Whilst the creation of triangular defects has not been observed expen-
mentally, their diffusion through the TPTC network has, as shown in Figure 
4.14c[61]. Subfigures I, III, V and VII show the STM scans of the defects dif-
fusion whilst subfigures II, IV, VI and VIII show the corresponding rhombus 
tilings for the images above them. Subfigure III shows the first diffusion event 
occurring. Interestingly the STM scan suggests the presence of an intersti-
tial molecule temporally absorbed in the defect. This is even more apparent 
for the second diffusion event shown in subfigure V. The presence of an ad-
ditional adsorbed molecule during the diffusion process suggests that, rather 
than molecules diffusing from one possible site to another, that the adsorption 
of another molecule into the defect reduces the energy barrier for the desorp-
tion of its neighbours. Once the existing molecule has then desorbed, the new 
TPTC molecule can adopt its most energetically favourable bonding orienta-
tion resulting in a net diffusion of the defect site. It is also possible that the 
appearance of a second molecule is simply an image artifact. It is worth not-
ing that the charge of the defect is conserved through these diffusion events as 
expected. The net effect of defect diffusion on the network morphology is the 
reordering of the tiling resulting in a transfer between the degenerate ground 
states of the system. 
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The diffusion of defects through the TPTC network raises interesting ques-
tions about the post-initial growth evolution of the system. If defects can 
diffuse, then it is possible that two defects of opposite charge could meet and 
annihilate by the adsorption of a TPTC molecule. Simulations of the TPTC 
system[71] suggest that after the initial growth stage of the network , a much 
longer period of defect annihilation takes place until an equilibrium is obtained 
where the number of defects annihilating equals the number being created. 
4.4.3 Evolution of the TPTC network 
Figure 4.15: A sequence of images showing the creation of a molecular vacancy 
in the TPTC network. The sequential scans show the desorption of the molecule 
highlighted with the blue circle. Another TPTC adsorbs into the vacancy in (c). The 
images were taken at I = 150 pA, V tip = 1 V. Images are were taken approximately 
4 minutes apart. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
It is clear from our experimental data that once network formation has 
occurred, the network morphology is essentially trapped in a local energy min-
imum. We observe little re-ordering of the internal network structure on the 
timescales of our experiments. In order for the network morphology to change. 
at least one TPTC molecule ,,,ill have to first desorb from the surface requiring 
the breaking of four carboxylic acid dimer bonds in addition to any admolecule-
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substrate interactions. In Section 4.1 we calculated t he carboxylic acid dimer 
bond strength as 0.76 eV giving a minimum total bond strength of 3.04 eV. 
much larger t han thermal energy at room temperature making desorption un-
likely. However , despite the low probability of this event , we have managed to 
observe such an event occurring, shown in Figure 4.15. The vacancy is fi lled 
by another TPTC molecule before any re-ordering of the network can occur. 
More frequent network re-structuring will occur from the diffusion of defects 
(shown in Figure 4.14c) . The energy barriers for either desorption or diffusion 
will be lower for molecules neighbouring such a defect as they will have an 
unsatisfied carboxylic acid bond. 
Figure 4.16: A sequence of images showing the evolution of of an edge of the TPTC 
network. The molecules highlighted in violet provide a reference point. The scans are 
sequential. Between scans (a) and (b) the edge of the network has withdrawn and 
between scans (b) and (c) it has grown back. The images were taken at I = 150 pA, 
V tip = 1 V. Images are were taken approximately 4 minutes apart . The scale bar is 
6 nm. 
Unlike in t he bulk, at network domain boundaries the molecules will have a 
number of unsatisfied carboxylic acid bonds and as a result be relatively weakly 
bound to t he network making re-ordering events much more likely. Figure 4. 16 
shows a set of sequential scans of a domain boundary. The sample was imaged 
wit h STl\1 immediat ely after t he deposit ion of the T PTC molecules so t hat 
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Figure 4.17: A composite image made from the STM image from Figure 4.16c 
and the positions of all the molecules from Figure 4. 16a. The dashed black line 
represents the approximate edge of the domain from (b) . The green ovals represent 
molecules that are present in both (a) and (c). The red ovals represent the locations 
of molecules not present in (c) that were present in (a). The blue ovals represent 
molecules that are present in both (a) and (c) but not in (b). The violet molecules 
are again for reference. The scale bar is 6 nm. 
the growth of the network domains could be studied . Figure 4.16a shows the 
initial morphology of the network. Between scans 4.16a and b a number of 
the TPTC molecules have desorbed from the network illustrating t he dynamic 
nature of network formation from solution deposition. The domain has re-
grown on the surface in scan 4. 16c. The molecules highlighted in violet provide 
a reference point throughout the images. A number of t he molecules near the 
edge of the network appear with line streaks across t hem or only parts of 
a molecule a visible. These visual effects are generally att ributed to loosely 
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bound molecules, as expected for molecules at the edge of a network. 
Figure 4.17 illustrates the net change in network morphology that has oc-
curred between Figure 4.16a and c. As illustrated by the presence of the red 
molecules (ovals), the network does not grow back in the same morphology as 
before. Despite this, some molecules that have been removed from the net-
work grow back in the same position as in 4.16a. This is expected due to the 
triangular lattice which the molecules form and the random nature of their 
orientation. We note that despite the statistically low number of molecules in 
Figure 4.16c, 26 of the 83 (31 %) that readsorbed were in occupied positions in 
(a). Given the triangular symmetry of the underlying lattice we would expect 
33% to be in equivalent positions. 
4.5 Manipulation of the TPTC network 
The manipulation of molecules on the nanoscale has been studied by a va-
riety of different approaches. Molecules such as C60 have been manipulated 
in supramolecular networks under both vacuum [32 , 73, 74, 53] and liquid[75] 
conditions. Other single molecule manipulations have been performed using 
coronene[76]. Such experiments use the STM tip to perform the manipula-
tion directly. Other approaches utilise chemical changes to the system such 
as changing the solvent (discussed in Section 2.4) or the introduction of guest 
species (Chapter 5). In this section we report the manipulation of the TPTC 
network over extended areas by scanning the surface with a particular range 
of voltage biases. 
The TPTC network is formed via the experimental method outlined in 
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Figure 4.18: (a) The manipulation scan performed with I = 121 pA, V t i p = -1. 5 V. 
The normal ordering of TPTC is disrupted to form domains of molecules close-
packing together. (b) The subsequent scan performed with I = 121 pA, V t i p = 1.1 V 
showing that some of the domains relax back into the normal hexagonally ordered 
networ k and other remain in a close-packed formation (an exam pie of which is shown 
in the green dashed box). The scale bar is 6 nm. 
Section 4.2. Once t he network has formed over extensive areas of the surface , 
a scan is taken using the normal parameters (typically I = 10-100 pA , V t 'ip 
= 0. 8-1.2 V) to ensure the tip is located over an area of network. Once the 
scan is complete, the polarity of the voltage bias is reversed (to V t ip = -1. 5 V) 
and another scan taken (Figure 4.18a). The image shows the TPTC molecules 
forming close-packed domains similar to t hat reported for another carboxylic 
acid derivative (N apthylene 2,6-bis(3,5-benzenedicarboxylic acid [63]) . There 
is no evidence that any of the hexagonally ordered TPTC structure remains. 
The resolution in the image is low and there is a large amount of line streaking 
suggesting loosely bound material on the surface , consistent with a large scale 
reordering of the network structure. Figure 4. 18b shmvs the subsequent scan 
of t he network once the imaging parameters had been returned to normal. A 
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Figure 4.19: (a) An image of the close-packet TPTC structure. Sub-molecular res-
olution of the central benzene group and the carboxylic acid dimer bond is obtained. 
The image was taken at I = 121 pA, V tip = 1.1 V. The scale bar is 1 nm. (b) A 
model of the TPTC close-packed structure. The model is overlaid on to the image 
in (a). 
clear restructuring of the network has occurred and the presence of domains 
of close-packed TPTC molecules is notable. An example of the close-packed 
structure is highlighted in the green dashed box. 
A high-resolution image of the TPTC close-packed structure is shown in 
Figure 4.19a. As in the standard TPTC structure, the central benzene ring 
appears the brightest of the three and therefore can be used to identify an 
individual molecule. The molecules form a close-packed structure with each 
forming two carboxylic dimer bonds , two single O-H· . ·0 bonds and two C-
H· . ·0 bonds. A model of the close-packed structure is shown in Figure 4.19b. 
Accurate values for a and b were calculated experimentally from split images, 
half of the close-packed structure and half of imaging the HOPG substrate. 
They were determined to be O.9±O.1 nm and 1.6±O.1 nm respectively. The 
value of a as determined by DFT[63] is O.90±O.Ol nm. in excellent agreement 
with our value. Setting the carboxylic acid dimer bonds to their most en-
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Figure 4.20: (a)-(c) The series of sequential scans taken after Figure 4.18b show-
ing t he subsequent relaxation of the close-packed TPTC structure. Areas of close-
packed structure are highlight ed wit h green dashed boxes. All images were taken 
at I = 121 pA, V t i p = 1.1 V. The scale bar is 10 nm. (d) A rhombus t iling of the 
image shown in (c). 
erget ically favourable separation gives a value for b of 1.70±0.1 nm. also in 
agreement wit h our results . 
The scans acquired after those shown in Figure 4.18 are shown in Figure 
4.20. The scans show a gradual reduct ion in t he areas of close-packed structure 
(highlighted wit h the green boxes) over t he course of the scans. Each scan took 
approximately 4 minutes. The relaxation of the netvmrk can be characterised 
by considering t he number of molecules in a close-packed arrangement as a 
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Figure 4.21: (a) Graph of the number of molecules in the close-packed arrange-
ment against time since the disruption of the network. The number init ially decays 
exponentially (as illustrated by the logarithmic dependence shown in (b) ) before 
slowing. 
function of time since the disruptive STlvl scan was performed (Figure 4.21a). 
Whilst the decay is at least initially exponential in form (highlighted by the 
log-plot in Figure 4.21b) , after a number of scans the rate of network relaxation 
slows. We determine the decay constant for t he init ial relaxation as 3 ± 1 x 
10- 35-1 . The final area of close-packed structure disappeared approximately 
45 minutes after initial disruption . 
The morphology of the TPTC network post-relaxation is unlike that seen 
for the unperturbed system , with large areas containing only diamond pores 
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Pore Type (%) 
TPTC network (±1.1%) 
Disrupted TPTC (±4 %) 
Star 
13.3 
3 
Sunrise 
18.4 
19 
Arrowhead Diamond 
19.8 1.3 
35 11 
Box 
47.3 
32 
Table 4.1: Pore statistics for the unperturbed TPTC and post-relaxation dis-
rupted TPTC networks. 
Network Type 
TPTC network (± 1 %) 
Disrupted TPTC (±3%) 
Ratio of parallel to antiparallel bonds (Vc) 
21:79 
38:62 
Table 4.2: Pore statistics for the unperturbed TPTC and post-relaxation dis-
rupted TPTC networks. 
present. The change in morphology is highlighted visually by producing a 
rhombus tiling of the final image, shown in Figure 4.20. Whilst the small 
domain size hinders the identification of patterns in the image. the large num-
bers of diamond and arrowhead pores are clearly distinguishable. Performing 
a statistical analysis on the network, we determined the distribution of pore 
types (shown in Table 4.1). There is a clear preference for the arrowhead and 
diamond pores at the expense of the star and box types. It is worth noting 
that the arrowhead and diamond pores have the highest fraction of parallel 
hydrogen bonds and the star and box pores the lowest. The ratio of parallel 
to antiparallel bonds is shown in Table 4.2. There is a clear increase in the 
proportion of parallel bonds observed in the disrupted network. We believe 
the perturbed statistical distribution we observe results from the relaxation 
of the close-packed structures, implying that the resulting network is formed 
from molecular diffusion. 
In Section 4.4.3, we demonstrated that the re-ordering of molecules occurs 
preferentially at edges of domains. We propose that the high initial relaxation 
rate occurs as the majority of the local area is not covered b ~ ' ' bulk network 
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leading to the exponential decay in Figure 4.21. The rate then falls off as more 
of the area becomes saturated with the hexagonally ordered TPTC network 
and the system becomes dynamically arrested in this state. Over time, it is 
possible that the system may re-order to the same morphology as outlined 
in Section 4.4 however the timescale for this is likely to be much longer than 
experimentally feasible to observe. 
We have performed subsequent experiments to ascertain the reproducibil-
ity. While we have been able to repeat ably observe the effect, the range of 
biases which are required varies from STM tip to STM tip. Network disrup-
tion has only been observed for voltages below -1 V, typically in a few tenths 
of a volt range. Outside of this tip-dependent range either the effect does not 
occur (for lower absolute voltages) or irreversable changes to the tip occur re-
sulting in the loss of molecular resolution. The effect has only been observed 
for negative tip voltages, never positive tip voltages and a few STM tips failed 
to reproduce the effect. Disruption also seems to be relatively localised on the 
surface affecting areas within approximately 10 to 20 nm of the tip. Whilst 
we expect the effect to be anisotropic, molecules in the vicinity of domain 
boundaries appear to be influenced more by the negative bias scanning. Such 
molecules are of course more weakly bound to the molecular network and hence 
a lower energy barrier to diffusion. 
The manipulation of adsorbates has been studied under vacuum conditions 
before by many authors [4, 77, 78, 79], however there is little prior literature 
on such manipluation under solution conditions[75]. The work b ~ ' ' \\'hitman 
et al. [79] on the manipulation of caesium atoms on two semiconductor sur-
faces describes how the application of voltage pulses induces diffusion of the 
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atoms into the region beneath the tip. They argue that the electric field gra-
dient produced by the STM tip induces a potential energy well into \,'hich the 
atoms are able to diffuse. We propose that a similar probe-based manipulation 
effect is causing the stabilisation of the close-packed TPTC structure in our 
experiments. There are a number of similarities between our work and that 
of Whitman et al. which supports this hypothesis. For instance, they report 
that they do not observe manipulation events under their normal tunnelling 
conditions arguing that in this case the potential energy gradient must be very 
small or absent. The strength of the effect also decreases with increasing dis-
tance from the STM tip. Although our experimental system is more complex 
by virtue of being in solution under ambient conditions, we believe a similar 
mechanism is disrupting the established TPTC network and favouring the for-
mation of the close-packed domains. Despite this we do not have a precise 
understanding of the mechanism on a molecular level. It could be argued that 
rather than directly favouring the adsorption of TPTC, the electric field gradi-
ent repels solvent molecules from the STM tip leading the energetic preference 
of the more densly-packed TPTC phase. 
4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have investigated the adsorption of two similar carboxylic 
acid derivatives from nonanoic acid on the HOPG surface. QPTC \,'as observed 
to form an ordered parallel network over extended regions of the surface. A 
discussion of the periodically modulating contrast of the network is presented 
and potential sources identified. The second derivative. TPTC. i ~ ~ ohscryc'd 
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to form a very different network. Whilst still forming a porous structure, 
there is no translational symmetry of molecules in the network. \\Te analyse 
the morphology of this network by utilising height and correlation functions 
from theoretical discussions of lozenge rhombus tilings. The evolution of this 
network is then reviewed with particular attention paid to the diffusion of 
topological defects and domain boundaries. Finally the tip-based manipulation 
of the TPTC network is presented. The manipulation stabilises the formation 
of a new close-packed TPTC structure which not otherwise observed. 
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The formation of 
multi-component 
supramolecular structures 
In this chapter we examine the effect of introducing molecular guest species 
into the supramolecular assemblies described in Chapter 4. We study the in-
troduction of two different guest species, coronene and perylene, into the QPTC 
parallel network discussed in Section 4.3. Both molecules result in a complete 
conversion of the parallel network into a hexagonal bimolecular network with 
the guest species adsorbing into the vertices formed by six QPTC molecules. By 
drying the sample quickly before the system has been completely converted into 
this new phase, we are able to observe the growth of this new phase nucleating 
at the edges of pre-existing parallel domains. In addition, this demonstrates 
that the adsorbed supramolecular structures are stable on the surface in ail'. 
We have also investigated the effect of introducing the coronenf guest 
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species into the TPTC network discussed in Section 4.4. By introducing the 
guest with increasing concentration we are able to gradually fill different TPTC 
pore types. We observe a slight perturbation to the statistics of the network 
morphology. In order to examine this effect we perform experiments where 
both molecular species are deposited simultaneously. Not only do we observe 
a much increased perturbation of the network statistics but also the formation 
of localised patches of non-uniform coronene adsorption at low concentrations. 
We propose that this is caused either by the formation of crystallites in solution 
or by different growth rates for the two different areas. 
5.1 Introduction 
Templating on the nano-scale has been viewed as a route to functionalising sur-
faces for technological applications[8]. Molecular templates have been used to 
guide the adsorption of other molecular species in a predefined and controllable 
way[73, 80, 81, 32]. Understanding the important processes which guide the 
adsorption of these guest species is a key objective in realising the potential in 
this field. Recently a number of studies have investigated combining multiple 
molecular species to form multiconponent molecular systems[25, 82, 83, 63]. 
In this chapter, we discuss the changes introduced to the two molecu-
lar systems presented in Chapter 4 when additional molecular species are 
codeposited. First, we consider the codeposition of quaterphenyl-3,5,3' ,5'-
tetracarboxylic acid (QPTC) with, separately, coronene (Figure 5.1 b) and 
perylene (Figure 5.1c) molecules. In both cases a hexagonal bicomponent 
supramolecular structure forms. Second, we inYestigate the introduction 
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of coronene into the entropically-stabilised terphenyl-3,5.3' .5 '-tetracarboxylic 
acid (TPTC) network. 
5.2 QPTC bicomponent molecular systems 
TPTC 
• Oxygen 
L 
Coronene 
Carbon 
(c) 
C L 
Perylene 
C Hydrogen 
Figure 5. 1: Molecular diagrams of the (a) TPTC, (b) coronene and (c) perylene 
guest species. 
In Section 4.4 we discussed t he formation of t he QPTC supramolecular 
structure in which molecules align themselves with their organic backbones 
parallel to each other and bond through four carboxylic acid dimer bonds. VVe 
have subsequently investigated combining this network with two guest species; 
coronene and perylene (shown in Figure 5.1). Both are essentially small fl akes 
of graphene with the edges terminated with hydrogen. The geometries of t he 
two molecules however are subtly different ; perylene is rectangular in shape 
and consists of five fused benzene rings , coronene is approximately circular 
and comprised of seven. Both molecules were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Coronene was purchased at >98% purity. Perylene ,vas purchased at sublimed 
grade (>99.5%) after problems with impurities in p p e l i m i i a r r T T experiments. 
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5.2.1 Simultaneous deposition of QPTC and coronene 
QPTC molecules were dissolved in nonanoic acid unt il a saturated solut ion 
was formed . Coronene solut ions were prepared by dissolving a known quantity 
of the powdered solid into a measured volume of nonanoic acid. A 10 pI 
drop of QPTC in nonanoic acid was deposited on a freshly cleaved HOPG 
substrate followed immediately by a 10 pI drop of the coronene solut ion. T he 
STM t ip was then immersed directly in the solvent and scanning took place 
at the nonanoic acid/HOPG interface. Full experimental details can be found 
in Section 3.6. 
Figure 5.2: (a) An STM image showing the initial growth of the QPTC-coronene 
bimolecular network. (b) An image showing the network after extensive coverage 
has formed and the system has entered a st ate of dynamic equilibrium. A high 
resolution zoom of the network is shown in the inset. STM imaging parameters are: 
I = 50 pA, V tip = 1.0 V. The scale bars are 30 nm and 1 nm for the inset figure. 
( c) A model showing the QPTC-coronene hexagonal structure. 
An example STM image taken ,,-,20 minutes after the init ial deposit ion is 
shown in Figure 5.2a. A relatively large number of small domains consisting 
of a combined QPTC-coronene network can be seen forming on the HOPG 
surface. Over t ime we observe t hese domains to increase in size until a high 
surface coverage of > 90% is obtained. At t his stage t he supramolecular net-
work enters a steady state ,vhere t he surface coverage remains approximately 
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constant. Figure 5.2b shows the network after extended coverage has formed 
(after one hour). A large number of domain boundaries can be observed in the 
image owing to the high nucleation rate of domains. The inset shows a zoomed 
image of the QPTC network. We determine that the coronene molecules sit at 
the vertices of six QPTC molecules with angles of 60° between them forming 
a hexagonally order bicomponent supramolecular network. A model of the 
QPTC-coronene network is shown in Figure 5.2c. We measure the periodicity 
of the coronene molecules to be 3.1 ± 0.2 nm, in agreement with previous work 
and DFT simulations[63]. 
It is interesting to note that we do not observe the formation of any QPTC 
parallel network, even during the initial growth stage shown in Figure 5.2a. 
We might expect statistically to observe at least some to form, particularly 
during the early stages, as the parallel network requires only the presence of 
QPTC molecules whereas the bimolecular system is formed from two molecular 
species. This preference for the bimolecular system is further demonstrated by 
the time each network takes to form on the HOPG substrate. The pure QPTC 
parallel network takes between one and three hours before the surface cover-
age enters a steady state. Despite the increased complexity, the bimolecular 
QPTC-coronene network takes under an hour for the average surface cover-
age to become constant and can be observed forming within 15 minutes of 
deposition. 
5.2.2 QPTC-coronene drying experiments 
We have identified that for the pure QPTC system a parallel structure l ~ ~
observed. However when QPTC is codeposited with coronene molecules a 
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hexagonally ordered bimolecular structure is preferentially formed. Thus the 
introduction of coronene appears to change the preferred structure from par-
allel to hexagonal. In order to explore this further we have performed experi-
ments where the molecules were deposited sequentially; QPTC molecules v,ere 
deposited first and the QPTC parallel structure allowed to form extensively 
across the surface, then coronene molecules were subsequentially deposited. 
This would enable us to study the effect on the system of introducing a new, 
more favourable supramolecular configuration after another structure has pre-
formed. 
The first stage of the experiment was to form the QPTC parallel network. 
A 1011,1 droplet of QPTC molecules dissolved in nonanoic acid were deposited 
on a freshly cleaved HOPG substrate. The formation of the QPTC parallel 
network is then observed with STM until the average surface coverage becomes 
constant. Then a lOrd droplet of coronene dissolved in nonanoic acid is added 
to the sample before reimaging with STM. Preliminary experiments showed 
that the complete conversion from the parallel to the hexagonally ordered 
bimolecular network typically took under three hours. This places a time 
constraint on imaging the transition period between the two arrangements. In 
order to increase this time period sam pIes were dried one and a half hours after 
coronene deposition. Removing the solvent traps the network morphology in 
that configuration enabling the sample to be imaged for much longer. 
To dry the sample, excess nonanoic acid is first removed using a pipette 
before the sample is cleaned in a volatile solvent. In order to leave the net-
work intact, we choose a solvent in which nonanoic acid is miscible but the 
admolecules are insoluble. For this molecular system, hexane was identified as 
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a suitable solvent . The sample is then dipped in pure hexane for a fey\' seconds 
before being allowed to dry naturally in a vertical position . The sample is then 
reimaged with STM , scanning at the air / HOPG interface. 
Figure 5.3: (a) An STM image showing a dried QPTC-coronene network formed 
by sequential deposition. The scale bar is 40 nm. (b) A zoom in of the bottom right 
corner of (a) showing QPTC parallel network. The periodic contrast modulation has 
been enhanced. The scale bar is 10 nm. The imaging parameters for both images 
were: I = 20 pA, V t ip = 1.1 V 
An example image is shown in Figure 5.3. There are a number of interesting 
points which arise from the images. First , we have successfully removed the 
nonanoic acid solvent from the sample whilst retaining a significant proportion 
of the adsorbed supramolecular network. However , some of the network has 
been clearly disrupted, though we observe large fluctuations in surface coverage 
across the sample. Added to this, the network is clearly stable in air . Second. 
we observed the co-existence of the pure QPTC parallel and QPTC-coronene 
hexagonal networks . This is expected as the pure QPTC parallel network was 
pre-formed on the surface prior to coronene deposit ion. It is interest ing to note 
however , that the bimolecular network appears as a distinct phase at the edge 
of the parallel network. As discussed in Section 4.4 .3. the molecules at the edge 
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of any network will be the weakest bound and therefore will have the lowest 
energy barriers to diffusion. These molecules will be the most likely to reorder 
into a new minimum energy phase. As the molecules reorder to form the 
QPTC-coronene structure, the domain boundary of the pure QPTC network 
recedes and molecules that were previously in the bulk of the network become 
less strongly bound. By removing the solvent we have essentially trapped the 
system mid-conversion between the two states. 
Finally, a number of coronene molecules appear to be adsorbed within 
the bulk of the QPTC parallel network. Rather than being adsorbed in hex-
aisophthlate pores, which is observed exclusively when the molecules are code-
posited, adsorption has occurred in some of the diamond pores of the QPTC 
parallel network. However the adsorption does not appear to occur randomly 
in the QPTC parallel pores but predominately in those situated along the 
bright regions of the periodic contrast modulation, discussed in Section 4.3. 
This is illustrated in Figure 5.3b. This implies that the stability of coronene 
adsorption is enhanced in pores located in the bright regions. One explana-
tion for this is the commensurability of the QPTC network with the under-
lying HOPG substrate. This could give rise to the pores located within the 
bright areas having preferential coronene adsorption sites with respect to the 
substrate (Figure 4.5). The other potential explanation is that all the pores 
are not exactly the same in the QPTC network. The carboxylic acid dimer 
bonds, whilst having an optimal separation and orientation, will have some 
flexibility at an energetic cost. Once the orientation of the molecules with re-
spect to the substrate is considered, it may prove e n e r g e t i c a l l ~ ' ' favourable for 
a slight relaxation of the carboxylic acid dimer bond to occur if an impnwpd 
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admolecule-substrat e interaction is obtainable. This may give rise to slightly 
different sizes of pore which in turn might mean some of t hose pores are more 
energetically favourable for coronene adsorption. 
5.2.3 Simultaneous deposition of QPTC and perylene 
To further our study of introducing additional molecular species into the QPTC 
network, we have performed experiments using perylene (Figure 5.1b) as a 
guest species. Two 10 jJJ drops of QPTC in nonanoic acid were deposited on 
to the freshly cleaved HOPG substrate followed immediately by a 10 pJ drop 
of the perylene solution. STM images were t aken at the nonanoic acid/ HOPG 
interface. 
Figure 5.4: (a) An STM image of the QPTC-perylene hexagonal network. The 
scale bar is 3 nm. (b) A model of the network. The imaging parameters for the 
image were: I = 100 pA, V t ip = 1.1 V 
An example STM image of the QPTC-perylene network is shown in Fig-
ure 5.4a . The molecules form the same hexagonal network formed using 
coronene as a guest species. Taking measurements from multiple images. we 
determine the separation of the st ar pores to be 3.1 ± 0.2 nm. in agreement 
with the value determined for the QPTC-coronene netv:ork. The neh\'ork \\'as 
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observed to form on a similar timescale to t he QPTC-coronene network and 
also forms with coverage of greater than 90%. A model of the QPTC-perylene 
network is shown in Figure 5.4b and is equivalent to the QPTC-coronene model 
except for the different guest species. 
5.2.4 Guest molecule bonding geometries 
Figure 5.5: DFT simulations of the two discrete bonding geometries of perylene 
inside the QPTC star pore. TMA molecules are used instead of QPTC as the 
chemistry of the pore is unchanged but the simulation will be computationally more 
efficient. The perylene binding energy of both simulations was determined to be 
-0.19 eV. 
Two preferential bonding geometries for coronene molecules in hexaisoph-
thalate pores have been identified [63]. We have performed DFT calculations 
on the two equivalent bonding geometries for perylene molecules (illustrated 
in Figure 5.5a and b) to determine which is the most energetically stable ar-
rangement. To simulate this we have determined the energy of a hexagonal 
arrangement of trimesic acid (TMA) molecules. Such a pore is chemically 
identical to the star pore formed in the QPTC-perylene network. Tv,ro DFT 
calculations were then performed with perylene adsorbed into the pore in the 
two different orientations (Figure 5.5) . The adsorpt ion energy \\'as then de-
termined from the difference between these calculat ions and a simulation \\"i t h 
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Figure 5.6: A high resolution scan of the QPTC-coronene network showing the 
orientation of the coronene molecules within the hexaisophthalate pore. A schematic 
diagram has been overlaid highlighting the orientation of the coronene molecules. 
The scale bar is 2 nm. The imaging parameters were I = 30 pA, V t i p = l.0 V. 
the perylene molecule at infinity. The binding energy was determined to be 
0.19 e V for both orientations. By way of comparison, t he binding energy for 
the adsorption of coronene in the equivalent bonding orientations has been 
shown to be 0.17 e V and 0.20 e V[63] respectively. The source of this binding 
energy from the simulations will be a number of C- H· .. 0 bonds between the 
guest species and surrounding carboxylic acid dimer junctions. There will also 
be a significant contribution from interactions with t he guest species and the 
substrate. 
It is interesting to note t hat we have observed the energet ic preference 
shown for coronene experimentally from a sub-molecular resolution image (Fig-
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ure 5.6). However no such resolution was obtainable for the Q P T C - p e r ~ · l e n e e
network. This could be due to the perylene molecules switching between bond-
ing orientations within the pores on a shorter timescale than the experiment, 
though this would require the energy barrier for switching events to be com-
parable with thermal energy at room temperature. 
5.3 TPTC with coronene 
In Section 4.4 we discussed the network formed by the TPTC molecules on the 
HOPG surface. The network is hexagonally ordered but has no translational 
symmetry. In Section 4.5, the tip-induced manipulation of the TPTC net-
work and the subsequent relaxation of the structure was demonstrated. The 
statistics of the relaxed network were heavily perturbed from the original dis-
tribution. We have already identified coronene (Figure 5.1b) as a suitable guest 
molecule for the QPTC network and thus were interested to investigate the 
introduction of this molecular species into the more complex TPTC network. 
5.3.1 Sequential Coronene Deposition 
In the first set of experiments, the TPTC network was formed first by the 
deposition of a 10 ILl droplet of TPTC-nonanoic acid solution. The network 
formation was then observed with STM until a high surface coverage had 
formed. An additional 10 ILl droplet of coronene in nonanoic acid was then 
added and the sample rescanned with STM. Coronene solutions at different 
concentrations were prepared by the dilution of a highly concentrated solution 
to maximise accuracy. 
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Figure 5.7: A series of scans showing the TPTC-coronene network formed from us-
ing coronene solutions with concentrations (a) 1 x 10-4 mg/ ml (Imaging parameters : 
I = 10 pA, V t ip = 1.1 V) , (b) 1.5 x 10- 4 mg/ml (Imaging parameters: I = 15 pA, 
V t i p = 1.5 V) and (c) 2.0 X 10-4 mg/ml. (d) A large STM scan illustrating t hat (a) . 
(b) and (c) are representative images (Imaging parameters: 1= 10 pA, V t i p = 1.0 V ). 
All scale bars are 10 nm. 
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Figure 5.8: Schematic diagrams illustrating the five different arrangements ofTPTC 
molecules around the network pores. 
Some example STM images are shown in Figure 5.7. The TPTC molecules 
appear as rectangular features with the central of the three benzene rings ap-
pearing the brightest . The coronene molecules appear as bright circles and 
appear to adsorb at the vertices of the TPTC network. Figure 5.7a shows 
the bi-molecular network formed using a coronene solution with concentration 
1 X 10- 4 mg/ ml. Coronene molecules show a clear preference for adsorption 
into the star pore-type (see Figure 5.8 for pore-type definitions) and to a lesser 
extent the sunrise pore with 78 ± 4% and 22 ± 4% of adsorbed coronene 
molecules occupying those pore types respectively. This suggests t hat adsorp-
tion into the star pore is the most energetically favourable followed by adsorp-
tion into the sunrise pore type. In our previous work [84] we have performed 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to determine an estimate for the change 
in total energy of the different network pores as a result of coronene adsorption. 
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We determined that the greatest reduction in energy occurred for adsorption 
into the star pore (-2.45 eV), followed by the sunrise pore (-2.35 eV). Thus if 
coronene adsorption is guided by energetics alone, we would expect coronene 
to adsorb into the star pores first. In addition to this we found a reduction of 
-2.16 eV for the arrowhead pore, -2.08 eV for the diamond pore and -1.86 eV 
for the box pore type. 
Analysis of the pore distribution of the unperturbed TPTC network is 
given in Section 4.4. Performing the same analysis for pore types in the net-
work at this coronene concentration found little change in the distribution. \Ve 
also determine that 73% and 16% of the star and sunrise pores respectively 
contain coronene molecules, suggesting that the surface is not saturated with 
coronene. The coronene molecules are simply adsorbing into their preferred 
pore types. We also determine the adsorption rate of coronene into the net-
work by comparing the observed number of coronene molecules per unit area 
with the number of coronene molecules in solution. In a 10 J.Ll droplet we 
would expect 2 x 1012 coronene molecules at this concentration. If all these 
molecules were to adsorb onto the surface the adsorbed coronene density would 
be 0.1 ± 0.02 molecules per nm2 . Analysis of Figure 5.7a shows an adsorbed 
coronene density of 0.06 ± 0.01 molecules per nm2 suggesting that 60% of the 
coronene molecules deposited adsorb into the network. 
Figure 5.7b shows a network formed using a coronene solution of concen-
tration 1.5 x 10-4 mg/ml. Unsurprisingly, increasing the concentration of 
coronene results in a higher quantity of coronene adsorbing onto the surface. 
97% of the star pores in the network are occupied with coronene molecules. 
Given the dynamic nature of molecular networks formed in solution it is likely 
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that this pore type is saturated at this concentration. The percentage of sun-
rise pores containing coronene molecules has also increased to 87%. At this 
concentration a few of the arrowhead pores now contain coronene molecules 
(6%) suggesting that this is the third most energetically favourable pore type 
for coronene adsorption, in agreement with our DFT calculations. Localised 
line streaking can be seen in the vicinity of some of the arrowhead pores in 
Figure 5.7b. Such line streaking can be caused by features that are unstable 
under the scanning of the STM or simply are not stable generally. In either 
case the appearance of the line streaking suggests the coronene molecules are 
not as strongly bonded in the arrowhead pores. Performing analysis on the dis-
tribution of pore types determined that the network statistics are still within 
experimental error of those for the pure TPTC network. The observed density 
of adsorbed coronene is determined to be 0.137 ± 0.005 molecules per nm2 . At 
this concentration, if all the coronene molecules were to adsorb on the surface 
the density would be 0.15 ± 0.03 molecules per nm2 . 
Increasing the concentration of coronene further to 2 x 10-4 mg/ml (Fig-
ure 5.7c), results in the sunrise pores also becoming saturated (97% of the 
pores occupied). There is also an increase in the occupation of the arrowhead 
pores to 18%. We note that at this concentration there was a slight change in 
the pore statistics of the network. The distribution of pore types was found to 
show an increase in the star pores to 17.0 ± 0.8% and box pores to 51.8 ± 0.87c 
at the expense of the other types. This change is more significant after consid-
ering the pore distribution of a pure hexaisophthalate structure, such as that 
formed by QPTC and coronene, where 33% of the pores are star pores and 677c 
are box pores. This suggests that the inclusion of coronene into the TPTC 
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network at this concentration energetically biases the network towards forming 
a more regular hexagonal structure. Interestingly, when increasing the concen-
tration to this level and even significantly higher we only very rarely observe 
any adsorption of coronene molecules into either the box or diamond pores, 
despite our DFT calculations suggesting that such adsorption is energetically 
favourable. We attribute this to the co-adsorption of nonanoic acid solvent 
molecules into the "empty" pores of the network. If solvent molecules are co-
adsorbed into all the TPTC pores, then the energy change due to coronene ad-
sorption will have to account for this, potentially making coronene adsorption 
unfavourable. We determine the density of adsorbed coronene for Figure 5.7e 
to be 0.124 ± 0.005 molecules per nm2 (0.2 ± 0.04 molecules per nm2 if all 
the coronene in solution adsorbed). 
Figure 5.7 d is a larger scan of the network formed with coronene of concen-
tration 1 x 10-4 mg/ml. Although at this magnification the TPTC molecules 
are difficult to resolve, the coronene molecules can still be clearly seen. The 
images shows that the smaller STM scans are representative of larger areas 
of the surface and that the density of adsorbed coronene molecules across the 
surface is relatively homogeneous. 
5.3.2 Simultaneous Guest Deposition 
To further our understanding we have undertaken a second set of experiments 
to investigate the effect of introducing coronene to the system prior to TPTC 
network formation. To do this the coronene-nonanoic acid solution (at the 
required concentration) was mixed with a saturated TPTC-nonanoic aeid so-
lution. Following another 15 minutes of ultrasonication to ensure that the 
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Figure 5.9: STM scans of the TPTC-coronene network formed by depositing 
the molecules simultaneously. The concentrations of coronene used were (a) 1 x 
10-4 mg/ ml (Imaging parameters: 1= 80 pA, V t i p = l.1 V) , (b) l. 24 x 10- 4 mg/ ml 
(Imaging parameters: I = 10 pA, V tip = l.2 V) and (c) l.5 X 10-4 mg/ ml (Imaging 
parameters: I = 10 pA, V t ip = l.0 V) . All scale bars are 20 nm. 
concentration of both molecules was even throughout t he solut ion, 10 ILl was 
removed with a pipette and deposited onto a freshly cleaved HOPG surface. 
Some example STM scans are shown in Figure 5.9. Note that the scans 
are of similar size t o that in Figure 5.7d. Figure 5.9a shows a network formed 
from a 1 x 10- 4 mg/ ml solut ion of coronene. As in Figure 5.9d t he T PTC 
molecules are difficult to resolve due to t he magnification, but t he co-adsorbed 
coronene molecules are clearly visible. The coverage of the TPTC template 
structure remains as high as when t he molecules are deposited sequent ially. 
However t he coronene molecules do not adsorb homogenously into it . This 
gives rise to areas within the TPTC t emplate wit h a higher density of adsorbed 
coronene t han ot hers. As in t he case of sequential deposit ion, the majority 
of coronene molecules adsorb into the hexaisopht halate pores of t he T PTC 
network. Figure 5.9b and c show networks formed from the simultaneous of 
TPTC and coronene at concentrations l. 24 x 10- 4 and l. 5 x 10- -1 mg/ ml. 
These images show an increase in t he number and size of the areas \\'it h a high 
density of adsorbed coronene as t he concentration in solution increases. In 
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Pore Type (%) 
TPTC network (±1.1%) 
TPTC-coronene (±2%) 
Star 
13.3 
22.2 
Sunrise 
18.4 
10.3 
Arrowhead 
19.8 
11.0 
Diamond 
1.3 
0.3 
Box 
-17.3 
56.3 
Table 5.1: Pore statistics for the unperturbed TPTC and the TPTC-coronene 
network formed using coronene concentration 1.5 x 10-4 mg/ml and by de-
positing the molecules simultaneously. 
Figure 5.9c it appears that the network is completely saturated with coronene 
and that no areas with a low density of adsorbed coronene could be found. 
It would have been experimentally unfeasible to obtain an STl\1 image large 
enough to perform a direct comparison of the network morphology between 
areas with a high and low density of adsorbed coronene. Instead we obtained 
scans from two different samples: One formed from a solution of coronene with 
concentration 1 x 10-4 mg/ml; the other from a solution with concentration 
1.5 X 10-4 mg/ml. Assuming that the TPTC morphology is only dependent on 
the inclusion of coronene, it is then possible to compare larger scans of the two 
areas. Images of two such scans are shown in Figures 5.10a and c. The network 
with a low density of adsorbed coronene (Figure 5.10a) appears very similar in 
morphology to that observed for the pure TPTC network. Statistically there 
are slightly fewer star and more arrowhead pores than expected, though this 
may be due to under sampling. The image in Figure 5.10c shows an area with 
a high density of adsorbed coronene. There is a significant increase in the 
percentage of star pores (to 22 ± 2%) and the box pores (to 56 ± 2%). This 
occurs at the expense of the other types of pore as shown in Table 5.1. 
As in Chapter 4, we utilize height function analysis to illustrate the mor-
phology of the two STM images in Figure 5.10. Details regarding the conver-
sion of an image into a rhombus tiling and the subsequent calculation of its 
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Figure 5.10: (a) An STM scan of the 1.0 x 10-4 mg/ml sample prepared by simul-
taneous deposition. The image was taken in an area with a low density of adsorbed 
coronene. Imaging parameters: I = 50 pA, V t i p = 1.0 V. (b) The corresponding 
height function of (a). (c) An STM scan of the 1.5 x 10-4 mg/ ml sample prepared 
by simultaneous deposition . The image was taken in an area with a high density 
of adsorbed coronene. Imaging parameters: I = 30 pA, V t ip = 1.0 V. (d) The 
corresponding height function of (c). All scale bars are 10 nm. 
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height function can be found in Section 4.4.1. The height functions of Fig-
ures 5.10a and c are shown in 5.10b and d respectively. There is a great deal 
of similarity between Figure 5.10b and the height function associated \yith a 
pure TPTC network, as suggested by the similarity in the pore distribution. 
However, Figure 5.10d is considerably "flatter" than these due to the high 
percentage of star and box pores. It is clear that a more ordered network 
has formed. The reasons for this are less clear. We propose two possible 
explanations for the discrepancy in network morphology in these two areas: 
(i) crystallites of TPTC and coronene in a hexagonal structure form in solu-
tion and upon deposition adsorb onto the surface as a whole; (ii) the presence 
of coronene causes two different growth phases to occur, one in the presence of 
coronene, one without. Section 5.2 demonstrated the preferential formation of 
the QPTC-coronene hexagonal network at the expense of the QPTC parallel 
structure and on a shorter timescale. We propose a similar effect occurs for 
the TPTC-coronene system whereby the areas with a high density of adsorbed 
coronene form initially but because the supply of coronene at low concentra-
tions is constrained, these areas are not able to form extensively across the 
surface allowing the pure TPTC growth phase to fill in between. 
There are clear differences between the networks formed from the two ex-
perimental techniques described in this section. At high coronene concentra-
tions there is a significantly lower percentage of star and box pores when both 
molecules are deposited sequentially. This suggests that the reordering of the 
network into a similar structure that is formed when molecular deposition is 
simultaneous is frustrated. We attribute this observation to the kinetic trap-
ping of the network in the initially formed morphology. The small statistical 
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change in the pore distribution we do observe may be due to increased mobility 
of the molecules at the edges of TPTC domains and in areas around defects 
in the TPTC template network facilitating re-ordering. 
5.4 Summary 
In summary, we identify that understanding of supramolecular templates be-
haviour when guest species are introduced to them is crucial for success in 
templating the adsorption of a wide variety of molecular species. We demon-
strate that guest molecules themselves may sufficiently perturb the energetics 
of the system such that a restructuring of the ordered network occurs. This in 
itself produces a different molecular template. For the QPTC template we dis-
cuss the desirable goal of removing the solvent from a network and successfully 
demonstrate that the formed structure is stable in air. We then probe the de-
gree of control we can exert over the unusual network morphology observed for 
the TPTC molecule on HOPG. We do this by the introduction of the coronene 
guest species and observe small perturbations in the network statistics when 
the guest species is deposited after the TPTC network has already been formed. 
However we note that if the molecules are co-deposited we observe a very dif-
ferent statistical distribution pointing to the system being kinetically trapped 
in its original morphology when the molecules are deposited sequentially. \Ve 
also observe an non-uniform adsorption of coronene into the TPTC network 
(from simultaneous deposition) which we suggest may be caused either by the 
formation of crystallites in solution or by different growth rates for the two 
different areas. 
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Chapter 6 
Suprarnolecular networks 
formed on Au (111) 
In this chapter we present the adsorption and subsequent self-organisation 
of a variety of molecules on the Au (111) surface. We begin by examin-
ing the network formed by hexaazatrinaphthylene molecules, deposited from 
the solution phase. A previously unreported variation in the adsorbed layer 
is observed whereby the structure switches between different "domain orien-
tations" frequently across the surface. We then present the adsorption of 
Tri{4-bromophenyl)benzene from ethanol and butanol solutions. Three distinct 
close-packed phases are identified, one of which exhibits a similar variation 
in domain structure to the hexaazatrinaphthylene network. Deposition is car-
ried out initially at room temperature then subsequently at a series of ele-
vated temperatures. The increased temperature results in the formation of a 
new dimerised phase produced from the covalent coupling of pairs of molecules. 
Larger trimerised species are observed, though no extended structure forms. [T.'i-
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ing an extensive covalently-bonded tri(4-bromophenyljbenzene network formed 
under UHV conditions, we are able to demonstrate the potential of this network 
as a template by using it to direct the adsorption of adamantanethiol molecules 
6.1 Introduction 
The Au (111) surface is widely used in the field of nanoscience because it 
has an atomically flat terrace structure. Terraces range in size from hundreds 
down to a few nm across. It is the atomically flat nature of these terraces 
that has been crucial for studying the deposition and subsequent ordering of 
molecules under both ambient[85, 86, 33, 87] and ultra-high vacuum (UHV)[88, 
73, 16] conditions. In particular, the adsorption of thiol molecules onto the 
gold surface is highly relevant for biological and pharmaceutical applications 
as these molecules can be used to anchor species such as DNA strands. 
In this chapter we present the adsorption of two molecules with triangu-
lar symmetry, 5, 6, 11, 12, 17, 18-hexaazatrinaphthylene (HATNA) and I, 
3, 5 Tri(4-bromophenyl)benzene (TBPB) on the Au (111) surface. The net-
works formed are compared to those presented in the literature. In the case 
of TBPB we alter our preparation technique to create TBPB dimers via the 
surface-mediated a r y l ~ a r y l l coupling reaction. Finally we demonstrate that the 
adsorption of adamantanethiol molecules can be controlled using a polymerised 
TBPB network, produced under vacuum conditions, as a template. 
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6.2 The adsorption of Hexaazatrinaphthylene 
on Au (111) 
Figure 6.1: An STM image of the HATNA network on Au(111 ). A ball and stick 
schematic of the molecule is shown in the inset. Imaging parameters: I = 0.3 nA, 
V t i p = 0.5 V. The scale bar is 1 nm. 
HATNA molecules (Figure 6.1 inset) were synt hesised as described in the 
literature[89]. Saturated solutions of the molecule were prepared in ethanol 
(Sigma-Aldrich) and ultrasonicated immediately prior to deposition. Au (111) 
samples were purchased from George Albert[49] and prepared as described in 
Section 3.5.2. The deposition was performed by drop casting a 10 111 drop of 
the HATNA-ethanol solution onto the Au surface at room temperature and 
pressure and allowed to dry naturally. The sample was then imaged with STI'd . 
An example STM image is shown in Figure 6.1. Note that in addition 
to plane subtraction, flattening and a histogram equalisation , the image has 
been Gaussian smoothed in order t o reduce image noise . The molecules orient 
themselves in one of four different orientations. l\ folecules then predominanth· 
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(b) 
Figure 6.2: (a) A zoom showing the bonding geometry of the HATNA molecules. 
Imaging parameters: I = 0.3 nA, V t ip = 0.5 V. The scale bar is 2 A. (b) The 
corresponding output of the DFT simulation of the junction. 
form groups of four (one molecule in each orientation) in t he arrangement 
shown in Figure 6.2a. The Au (111) herringbone reconstruct ion can be seen 
faintly through the HATNA network. The nearest neighbour distance is mea-
sured to b e 1.4 ± 0.2 nm. Drift in the STJ'vl image was taken account for by 
stretching the image until the three fold rotational symmetry of t he molecule 
was correctly represented. 
(b) 
Figure 6.3: (a) Figure 6.1 with green lines illustrating the defect lines in the net-
work. (b) A zoom of (a) with the molecules coloured by orientation to highlight the 
changes in morphology. STM imaging parameters: I = 0.3 nA, V Up = 0.5 V. 
To test the stability of the junction shown in Figure 6.2a we perform DFT 
simulations on the group of four molecules. VVe det ermine that the configura-
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tion is stable and the junction has a binding energy of 84 meV per molecule. 
Note that each molecule is involved in a total of two hydrogen bonding junc-
tions giving a hydrogen bonding stabilisation of 168 meV per molecule. The 
model (Figure 6.2b) is predominately stabilised by four hydrogen bonding junc-
tions between a C-H group and two nitrogen atoms. Our simulations did not 
include the effect of the substrate or solvent or any van der Waals bonding be-
tween C-H groups. We determine from these simulations a nearest neighbour 
separation of 1.23 nm, in agreement with our experimental determined value. 
Closer examination of Figure 6.1 reveals that whilst the molecules form 
an extended network on the surface, the final network morphology is more 
complex than the simple four-membered group shown in Figure 6.2b. Rows of 
different molecular bonding junctions, parallel to one of the nearest neighbour 
vectors, run through the network. Either side of these "defect lines" (high-
lighted in green in Figure 6.3) the molecular bonding geometry in Figure 6.2b 
occurs, but across them there is a shift of half a unit cell in the structure. 
This behaviour has not been observed previously for HATN A molecules on 
Au (111)[90]. The majority of the lines run through the whole adsorbed net-
work, though we observe the nucleation of some. 
We analyse the ordering of the network by considering the orientation of 
individual HATNA molecules, as shown in Figure 6.3b. Considering rows 
of molecules parallel to the green line defects in Figure 6.3a, we are able to 
identify that only two of the four orientations are present in each row. The 
molecular orientations alternate between the two along these rows. For exam-
ple molecules in the row above the top most green line in Figure 6.3b alternate 
between the red and yellow orientations. The row above t hat a l t e r n a t h ' e ~ ~ be-
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tween the blue and black orientations and the next row back to red and \"e11O\\". 
In the structure characterised by the bonding geometry in Figure 6.2 there is 
also a relationship between the molecular orientations in neighbouring rows. 
Again taking top region of Figure 6.3b as an example, red molecules are next 
to blue ones in the next row, then back to red. Likewise. yellow molecules 
are next to those in the black orientation. However, across the line defect the 
rows are displaced by one molecular adsorption site (half a unit cell), thus 
red becomes next to black and blue to yellow. This give rise to a different 
bonding geometry at the line defect. We also note for the case where we ob-
serve line defects to nucleate in the middle of the HATNA network the cause 
is the adsorption of two molecules in the same orientation immediately next to 
one another. Typically line defects are separated by on average five molecular 
adsorption sites. 
As noted before this behaviour has not been reported in previous work 
where the molecule was deposited using UHV techniques where the sample was 
annealed before imaging. We therefore postulate that this behaviour arises due 
to boundaries of domains with different substrate registries meeting commen-
surately. In UHV experiments these small domains reorder under annealing. 
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6.3 The adsorption and dimerisation of 
Tri( 4-bromophenyl) benzene molecules on 
Au (111) 
Covalent coupling of molecules on metallic surfaces provides a new route to 
the formation of large molecules and extended nanostructures[9L 92, 93, 18, 
94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. There are several approaches to inducing such cou-
pling based commonly on either the Ullmann coupling reaction[100], in which 
a carbon-halogen bond of an adsorbed molecule is cleaved, or a condensation 
reaction between amine and carbonyl groups[94, 95, 96]. Covalent coupling 
of molecules has recently been used to form graphene[101] strips and nanos-
tructured templates[102] and there is great potential to form a wide range 
of functional polymeric systems using this approach. However, the work re-
ported to date has been performed under ultra-high vacuum conditions, often 
in conjunction with single crystal metallic surfaces and it is highly desirable 
to develop an analogous, but methodologically simpler, technique compatible 
with solution deposition and surfaces which are stable under ambient condi-
tions. 
In this section we show that aryl-aryl coupling can be promoted on a metal-
lic surface under ambient/liquid conditions. In particular we show that the 
molecule tri(bromophenyl)benzene (TBPB shown in Figure 6.4), a molecule 
which has previously been demonstrated to form covalent networks under 
vacuum conditions[102, 103, 104], can be dimerised to form 3,3.5.5-tetra(-1-
bromophenyl)-quarterphenyl (TBPQ) through a r y l - a r ~ ' l l coupling on a gold 
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surface by the drop deposition of an ethanolic or butanolic solution of the 
parent compound. The conversion of TBPB monomers to TBPQ is confirmed 
using scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass spectrometry (ToF -SIMS). 
6.3.1 Room Temperature Experiments 
Au (111) on mica samples were purchased from Georg Albert[49]. Samples 
were used as new, but were cleaned prior to molecular deposition in an oxygen 
plasma as described in Section 3.5.2. TBPB was purchased from Sigma Aldrich 
at 97% purity. Saturated solutions of TBPB in two solvents; ethanol and 
butanol were prepared. Deposition was carried out at room temperature. A 
10 11,1 droplet of solution was removed using a pipette, deposited onto the 
sample and allowed to dry for one minute before being removed from the 
hot-plate. Images of the sample were acquired with STM under atmospheric 
conditions. 
STM images of the surface following droplet deposition at room tempera-
ture are shown in Figure 6.4. It is possible to identify TBPB molecules, which 
are resolved as trigonal features in the images. Three different packing arrange-
ments are observed for the TBPB monomers, as shown in Figure 6.4. Phase I 
(Fig. 6.4a)) is essentially equivalent to that observed for sublimed monolayers 
in vacuum[102, 103, 104], but Phase II (Fig. 6.4e)) and Phase III (Fig. 6.4g) 
have not been reported previously. Simple schematic models of these molecular 
phases are shown in Figs. 6.4 c, f and h, on which the unit cells are overlaid. 
For Phase I we determine the values of [a[ and fbi to be 16.8 ± 0.--1 A and 
24.1 ± 0.5 A respectively, with an angle between them of 58 ± 2°. For Phase 
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Figure 6.4: STM images of (b) TBPB adsorbed on the Au (111) surface at room 
temperature. The molecules have been observed to form three distinct phases; 
(a) Phase I , (e) II and (g) III. Diagrams highlighting the molecular packing of 
the three phases are shown in (c) , (f) and (h) respectively. Molecules were de-
posited from solutions of ethanol ((a) and (e)) and butanol (g). Illustrated in (d) is 
a schematic diagram of the molecular pair which forms the basis of the regular ar-
rangement for all three phases. The small offset of the two molecules is described by 
the parameter D. Imaging parameters: (a) I = 0.4 nA, V t i p = 0.6 V; (e) 1= 0.5 nA , 
V t i p = 0.4 V; (g) I = 0.5 nA, V t i p = 0.4 V. All scale bars are 2 nm. Unit cells are 
drawn for each phase. 
II the values are determined to be 16.7 ± 0.4 A and 19 ± 1 A with an angular 
separation of 90 ± 5° , while for Phase III the values are determined to be 
17.6 ± 0.2 A and 22.1 ± 0.9 A with an angular separation of 70 ± 7°. In each 
case we identify a two molecule basis (for all schematics the basis is centred 
on the vertices of the unit cells). The two molecules forming the basis are 
rotated by 180° with respect to each other and are slightly offset as illustrat ed 
in Fig 6.4d. We measure this offset , 6 , to be 2 ± 1 A. We attribute this offset 
to the stabilization of this intermolecular junction by halogen bonding[105] as 
recently demonstrated for TBPB [104] . 
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Figure 6.5: An image of an extended area of phase 1 of the TBPB network. The 
blue lines indicate the unit cell vectors. As can be seen from the image there are a 
series of mirror reflections of the vectors across the domain. The scale bar is 2 nm. 
Imaging parameters: I = 0.5 nA; V t ip = 0.4 V. 
The unit cell we present for phase III formed by close-packed TBPB 
monomers , whilst being accurate, gives an incomplete picture of the extended 
network morphology we observe. The unit cell appears to randomly and com-
mensurately change between two sets of angular parameters across the net-
work in a similar fashion to the HATNA molecules discussed in Section 6.2. 
An example image is shown in Figure 6.5. The unit cells are shown in blue 
to illustrate the effect. The switching of the unit cell parameters appears to 
be non-periodic for our data (on 10-20 nm scale) and we only observe the 
switching to occur in one dimension. The two unit cells seem to be equivalent. 
related by a simple mirror transformation and thus the network can commen-
surately switch between the two cell orientations. This also suggests that the 
admolecule-admolecule bonding geometries are identical. Interestingly. such 
unit cell switching is not observed in the UHV experiments. It is likely that 
this effect is removed by the repeated annealing of the sample. 
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Figure 6.6: Aryl- aryl coupling of TPBP by drop deposition on heated substrates . 
(a) An image showing the TBPB network formed when the substrate was heated to 
150°C prior to deposition from ethanol. The black circles illustrate a few examples 
of covalently bonded molecules. Imaging parameters: I = 0.2 nA; V t i p = 0.3 V . 
The scale bar is 5 nm. (b) A schematic diagram of the TBPB dimer. (d) An 
image showing the network formed at 200°C from ethanol. On the right hand side a 
new phase can be seen due to the formation of TBPB dimers. Imaging parameters: 
I = 0.5 nA; V tip = 0.5 V . The scale bar is 5 nm. A zoom of the TBPB dimer phase 
is shown in (c). The unit cell is drawn highlighting the molecular packing. The 
scale bar is 1 nm. 
6.3.2 Elevated Temperature Experiments 
To promote covalent bonding of TBPB molecules , the solution was deposited 
onto Au substrates which had been heated for five minutes in atmosphere. 
The substrate was heated at the desired temperature until evaporation was 
completed. Solutions were ultrasonicated immediately prior to deposition but 
not heated. Figure 6.6 shows examples of the resulting surfaces. Figure 6.6a 
shows that heating the substrate to 150°C leads to the appearance of a number 
of apparent bonding events at domain boundaries involving isolated groups of 
molecules (circled; monomer Phase II is also present in this image). These 
features are consistent with the formation of a covalent bond t hrough aryl-
aryl coupling arising from cleavage of C-Br bonds on neighbouring molecules 
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followed by the formation of a C-C bond which results in a q u a r t e r p h e l l ~ ' l l
backbone to which four bromophenyl groups are attached. The molecular 
structure of the dimerised TBPB, TBPQ, is shown in Figure 6.6b. The length 
of the quarterphenyl backbone is determined to be 13.1 ± 1 A. consistent with 
DFT simulations of TBPQ[102]. It is also possible for the TBPQ molecules to 
undergo further Ullman coupling reactions to form multiply connected species 
which are the precursors of extended polymers and we observe several examples 
where three TBPB molecules have combined to form a trimer. 
Heating the Au sample to 200°C during deposition resulted in the emer-
gence of an ordered phase of TBPQ as shown on the right of Figure 6.6d (on 
the left of this image are regions of monomer phase II and III). In this case 
we find that not only has the TBPB dimerised, but is has also been organized 
into extended regular structures. It is clear that the appearance of TBPQ in 
Figure 6.6d is very similar to those identified in Figure 6.6a and, furthermore, 
the length of the quarterphenyl backbone is identical in both cases, within 
experimental error. The values for lal and Ihl in the unit cell for the bonded 
phase are determined to be 16 ± 1 A and 17 ± 1 A respectively with an angle 
of 93 ± 14° between them . 
While our STM results show very clearly that the adsorbed molecules have 
undergone some changes as a consequence of annealing, it is difficult to iden-
tify the product unambiguously from STM images alone. In fact this is further 
complicated by the existence of other possible reaction products such as the 
partial loss of one or more of the remaining Br atoms attached to the dimer 
caused by further interaction with the surface. In addition there haw) been 
alternative bonding configurations involving Au atoms providing a connect-
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ing link between halogen atoms. This type of metal co-ordination has been 
reported previously in vacuum studies of TBPB[104] and other halogenated 
molecules[106]. 
To distinguish between the formation of TBPQ and other possible products 
we have investigated the films formed at different temperatures using ToF-
SIMS. This analytical technique provides a direct measurement of the mass 
spectra of surface-adsorbed species as discussed in Chapter 3. Figure 6.7 shows 
extracts from the full spectra over the relevant mass ranges for Au atoms. 
TBPB and TBPQ. The top row shows the spectra acquired for a control sample 
which was heated to 200°C before the deposition of a 10 /11 droplet of pure 
ethanol. In this case we observe the expected peak for Au+ (m/z = 196.96) 
but no evidence of species with masses close to that of TBPB (C24H15Br3+, 
m/z=541.88) or the TBPQ (C48H30Br4+, m/z=925.92). Figure 6.7b and c 
show spectra for samples for which the TBPB molecules were deposited at 
room temperature, and 200°C, respectively. The Au peak is detected for all the 
samples. For the sample prepared at room temperature a peak corresponding 
to the TBPB monomer is clearly resolved, but there is no evidence for TBPQ 
indicating that dimerisation does not occur under these conditions. The sample 
heated to 200°C shows a significant peak for the dimer confirming that the 
molecule identified in Fig. 6.6b is present on the surface and that it is formed 
by heating the Au substrate. For this sample we also observe a significant 
reduction in the monomer peak height to a value of order 10% of that observed 
for room temperature deposition experiments. This indicates that a substantial 
fraction of TBPB has been modified through conversion to TBPQ. Finally 
Figure 6.7d shows the spectra taken from a HOPG sample \\"hich has also 
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Figure 6.7: Secondary ion mass spectrometry of surfaces. Data shown for (a) a con-
trol Au sample exposed to ethanol whilst being heated to 200°C, (b ) an Au sample 
with TBPB deposited at room temperature, (c) an Au sample wit h TBPB deposited 
at 200°C and (d ) a HOPG sample with TBPB deposited at 200°C. The columns 
correspond to spectral dat a for Au (a-c only) , the TBPB and TBPQ molecules. The 
dat a confirms that TBPQ formation arises from deposit ion on a heated Au substrate 
as discussed in t he text. 
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been heated to 200°C prior to TBPB-ethanol deposition. This experiment "'as 
carried out to confirm that the gold substrate plays a role in the dimerisation of 
TBPB. A peak corresponding to the TBPB monomer can be clearly resolved 
from the spectra, however no peak is detected in the TBPQ mass region. 
Whilst this elegantly illustrates the importance of the substrate material and 
suggests that the gold atoms in the Au (111) surface playa catalytic role in 
TBPB dimerisation, the precise reaction procedure is still unknown. 
We have also inspected the spectral regions which correspond to TBPB 
and TBPQ with attached gold atoms and/or with missing Br atoms. We have 
been able to identify small peaks corresponding to TBPB and TBPQ molecules 
with one Br atom missing. For the monomer the peak height was of t he order 
of 30 counts for both the room temperature and 200°C sample. For the dimer 
the peak height corresponded to 20 counts and was present only in the 200°C 
sample. We have been unable to identify any other specific peaks corresponding 
to larger bonded species such as trimers. Our ToF -SIMS spectra specifically 
confirm that four Br atoms remain attached to TBPQ for the vast majority 
of molecules and only a relative small fraction undergo further fragmentation, 
for example through additional C-Br bond cleavage. In addition to this, no 
peaks corresponding to larger molecular species where found suggesting that 
only a very small number of TBPB molecules undergo more than one covalent 
bonding interaction. 
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6.4 Directing the adsorption of 
l-adamantanethiols on Au (111) 
Figure 6.8: An STM image taken under URV conditions of an extensively 
covalently-bound TBPB network. The image was taken at I = 20 pA , 
Vsample = -2 V. The scale bar is 5 nm. 
In chapter 5 we discussed the changes induced in supramolecular nebvorks 
caused by the introduction of additional molecular species. In this section we 
present the adsorption of 1-adamantanethiol molecules (Figure 6.9 inset ) into a 
polymerised TBPB network. The adsorption of adamantanethiols on Au (111) 
has been studied before[107, 108, 109]. They have also be demonstrated to 
adsorb into strongly bound supramolecular structures[33]. For directing or 
templating thiol adsorption, it is critical that any molecular netv;ork is not 
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only strongly bound to the surface but has strong admolecule-admolecule in-
teractions as well. Such binding is necessary as thiol molecules bind to the 
Au (111) surface through a sulphur gold metal coordination bond with an 
estimated binding energy of 160-200 kJmol- 1 [110, 111]. Such a strong guest-
substrate interaction will simply disrupt any weakly bound supramolecular 
structure favouring the adsorption of more thiol molecules on the surface. 
To template these thiol molecules, we utilise a completely covalently bonded 
TBPB network prepared under DRV conditions. Sample preparation and 
molecular deposition details can be found in our published work[102]. An ex-
ample STM image is shown in Figure 6.8. The sample was removed from DRV 
conditions (in order for the liquid deposition of thiols) by venting the DHV 
chamber slowly to atmospheric pressure with nitrogen gas. High-resolution 
STM images showing both the template TBPB structure and the adsorbed 
adamantanethiol network at the same time could not be obtained under at-
mospheric conditions. We therefore demonstrate the directed adsorption of 
adamantanethiols into the TBPB polymerised network by the differences be-
tween a thiol network formed with and without the template structure. 
6.4.1 Adsorption of 1-adamantanethiols on Au (111) 
To demonstrate the ordering of adamantanethiol molecules on the Au (111) 
surface, a thiol solution was prepared with approximately 1 mmol concen-
tration and the sample submerged for ten seconds before being removed and 
washed in pure ethanol. The sample was then allowed to d r ~ ' ' n a t u r a l l ~ · . . Fig-
ure 6.9 shows an example STM image of the resulting molecular network. The 
molecules appear as bright circular protrusions forming a h e x a g o n a l l ~ ' ' do:-;e-
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Figure 6.9: An image of adamantanethiols adsorbed on Au (111). Imaging param-
eters: I = 1 nA, V tip = 0.4 V. The scale bar is 4 nm. 
packed layer across the gold surface. Some darker regions of surface contrast 
are visible across the sample relating to lower areas of the gold surface[107]. 
The thiols bond to the surface through the sulphur group. The molecules 
then order to maximise the total number adsorbed on the surface as the 
admolecule-substrate bonding energy will be far in excess of any admolecule-
ad molecule contributions. We measure a nearest-neighbour molecular sepa-
ration of 6.5 ± 0.8 A in agreement with values presented in the literature 
(6.9 ± 0.4 A[109]). 
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6.4.2 Directed adsorption of l-adamantanethiol 
molecules into the TBPB covalently-bound 
template network 
Figure 6.10: An imaging showing the adsorption of adamantanethiols into the 
TBPB network. The cellular nature of the network distinguishes it from a normal 
adamantanethiol structure suggesting the template network has directed the adsorp-
tion. The scale bar is 10 nm. A high resolution image of the network is shown in 
the inset (scale bar is 1 nm, STM Imaging parameters: I = 0.6 nA, V tip = 0.4 V). 
In Figure 6.8 we presented the template network formed by the surface-
mediated bonding of TBPB molecules under DRY conditions. The porous 
nature of the network is clearly visible and we have demonstrated that it is 
suitable for hosting guest molecular species[102]. \iVe deposit adamantanethiol 
molecules using a solution-based deposition t echnique as follows. A 1 lllmol 
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solution of adamantanethiols dissolved in ethanol was prepared and the sample 
submerged in the solution for only 3 seconds before being washed in pure 
ethanol. The sample was then allowed to dry naturally after excess solvent had 
been removed. Once dried, 10 /mul droplet of 1-phenyloctance was deposited 
to improve the image quality. Images were then taken at the liquid-solid 
interface. 
An example STM image of the network is shown in Figure 6.10. Despite the 
low image quality the cellular nature of the network is clearly visible through 
the ordering of the adamantanethiols. A higher resolution image is shown in 
the inset. Six adamantanethiol molecules can be observed adsorbed in the 
pore. The differences in the network morphology between a pure adaman-
tanethiol network (Figure 6.9) and this one are clear. The cellular structure of 
Figure 6.10 is strongly suggestive that the covalently-bound TBPB template 
is directing the adsorption of the adamantanethiols as intended. 
6.5 Summary 
In summary, we have investigated the adsorption of a number of molecules on 
the Au (111) surface using solution-based deposition techniques using ethanol, 
and in one case butanol, as solvents. The close-packed phase formed by 
HATNA molecules is identified along with an apparent commensurability be-
tween two different relative adsorption geometries. A molecule with similar 
geometry but very different chemistry, namely TBPB. is subsequently pre-
sented. This molecule is observed to form two distinct close-packed phases on 
the Au (111) surface. In subsequent experiments we haye utilised the chemical 
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properties of the molecule to trigger the covalent-coupling of TBPB molecules 
by heating the sample prior and during deposition to a series of elevated tem-
peratures. On heating the substrate to 150°C we observe only relatively iso-
lated incidences of covalent bonding involving only a few molecules at the 
edges of close-packed TBPB domains. Heating the sample to 200°C however 
results in the formation of extended domains of dimerised TBPB molecules in 
addition to previously observed close-packed phases. Finally we demonstrate 
the potential of the covalently-bonded TBPB network as a template by using 
a sample formed under UHV conditions with extended polymerised regions to 
nucleate the deposition of adamantanethiol molecules. 
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Solubilised derivatives of 
perylene tetracarboxylic 
dianhydride adsorbed on 
graphite 
We have investigated the adsorption of a perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride 
(PTCDA) derivative on to the highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) sur-
face using STM. The molecule was deposited from l-phenyloctane and im-
aged at the liquid-solid interface. The formation of the herringbone structure 
regularly formed by PTCDA is not observed as the additional propylthioether 
side groups inhibit the conventional weak hydrogen-bonding junction. A new 
structure therefore forms characterised by a single molecule unit cell u,h leh is 
stabilised through double C-H . .. 0 bonds. A model was derived from the U']JCI'-
imental observations and its stability tested by density functional theory (DFT) 
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calculations. 
7.1 Introduction 
The molecule perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride, PTCDA, has been ' \ ' i d e l ~ ' '
studied as a prototype active material for organic electronic devices[10, 110]. 
PTCDA may be readily deposited by vacuum deposition and the properties 
of the resulting thin films have been investigated on a variety of different 
substrates including HOPG[13, 14], Ag(111)[112], Au(lll)[ll], AgjSi(l11)-
(J3xJ3) [12, 113, 9] and Cu(lll) [114]. In recent studies the interest in 
sublimed monolayers of PTCDA has been extended through the demonstra-
tion of the covalent coupling of adsorbed PTCDA to a variety of amine 
compounds[15, 93, 115] leading to the identification of two-dimensional dis-
ordered polymers. This process is closely related to a reaction that occurs 
in the solution phase where the substitution of the anhydride group with an 
alkane chain attached via an imide group leads to a family of compounds 
which form one dimensional nanowires[18]. These imide derivatives are also 
very promising candidates as the active region of transistors and photovoltaic 
devices[116, 117, 118]. 
The addition of the imide-linked alkane chain promotes solubility of the re-
sulting molecule but the anhydride group of the PTCDA is eliminated through 
this coupling. In fact, and despite the extensive literature describing the ad-
sorption of PTCDA under vacuum conditions, there have been y e r ~ ' ' few studies 
of solution deposition of PTCDA due to its limited solubility[119]. ~ e y e r t h e e
less the controlled adsorption of a r r a ~ ' s s of molecules onto surfaces from a so-
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lution phase has become increasingly relevant to the fields of nanoscience and 
nanotechnology for the purposes of fabricating small electronic devices and 
sensors[120, 121, 26]. 
In this chapter, we investigate the effect of a possible route to solubilising 
PTCDA which leaves intact the anhydride functionality and shows that such 
a modified derivative may be deposited on a substrate from solution. The 
solubility is increased by the introduction of a propyl chain attached to each 
side of the PTCDA molecule via a thioether link. The di(propylthio) perylene 
tetracarboxylic dianhydride (DPT-PTCDA) molecule is shown in Figure 7.I. 
In our work we use 1-phenyloctane as a solvent following the approach of 
Kaneda et al. [120] (these authors managed to acquire images of small domains 
of PTCDA on graphite, which we have had limited success in reproducing). 
Imaging of the molecule was performed using STM and took place at the 
liquid-solid interface and we propose a model for the structure derived from 
the experimental data and supported by density functional calculations. 
7.2 Experimental details 
The DPT-PTCDA molecules were synthesised usmg the same procedure 
as summarised in previous work [7 4]. The molecules were dissolved in 
1-phenyloctane (Sigma-Aldrich, 97% purity). The 1-phenyloctane/DPT-
PTCDA solution was prepared as described in Chapter 3. 1-phenyloctane is a 
nonconductive solvent and has a sufficiently low vapour pressure as described 
in Section 3.6.2. The STM tip was therefore immersed in the solution droplet 
so that scanning took place in-situ, at the liquid-solid interface. All images 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram showing the DPT-PTCDA molecule. 
were taken at ambient temperature and pressure and acquired by operating 
the STM in constant current mode with positive tip bias. 
7.3 The DPT-PTCDA network 
Images of the DPT-PTCDA layer formed on the HOPG surface are shown in 
Figure 7.2. As can be seen from Figure 7.2a, the molecules form large; ordered 
domains with typical widths of rv 100nm in size across greater than 80% of the 
surface . A periodic contrast variation can be observed across each of the DPT-
PTCDA domains . The periodicity of this feature was measured from a number 
of scans taken in different directions and determined to be 3.0±0.3nm. The 
contrast modulation is likely to be caused by the commensurability between the 
adsorbed layer and the underlying HOPG substrate . as previously report ed [13. 
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Figure 7.2: (a) An STM image of a DPT-PTCDA network on HOPG which demon-
strates the size of the domains formed and the periodic contrast modulation. Scale 
bar 20nm. (b) A scan of the DPT-PTCDA network showing molecular contrast. 
Scale bar 2nm. Scanning parameters for both images: tunnel current , I = 30pA, tip 
voltage, V tip = 1 V. 
14] . Figure 7. 2b shows a smaller scan area of one of the domains where an 
ordered, repeating pattern can be observed. To better understand the images 
of the DPT-PTCDA layer , we computed the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) of the DPT-PTCDA molecule by performing a density functional 
theory (DFT) calculation of the orbitals using the DMol3 algorithm[122. 123]. 
An image of the HOMO of DPT-PTCDA produced by this calculation is shown 
in Figure 7.3a. The HOrvfO shown is similar to that presented by Swarbrick et 
al.[9] for PTCDA but with the addition of two lobes of probability amplitude 
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close to the sulfur atoms in the thioether groups . \;\1e propose that the sulfur 
atoms give rise to the small areas of higher conductance t hat appear as bright 
spots in the ST1VI images. We therefore use the locations of these areas as a 
guide for determining the orientation of the molecules in the STl\1 images . as 
shown in Figure 7.3b. 
(a) 
Figure 7.3: (a) Diagram showing the HOMO of the DPT-PTCDA molecule. (b) A 
diagram showing the HOMO of the DPT-PTCDA molecule overlaid onto an STM 
image (I = 60pA, V tip = O.95V) to illustrate the orientation of individual molecules 
in the network. The unit cell dimensions a and b are shown. Scale bar Inm. The 
orientations of the graphite lattice vectors are shown as black arrows. 
To compensate for thermal drift in the STM data, composite images con-
taining both information about the adsorbed DPT-PTCDA layer and t he 
graphite substrate where obtained. This was achieved by scanning the DPT-
PTCDA layer with the appropriate tunnelling current and voltage and half 
way through the image changing the tunnel voltage to image t he substrate 
beneath. Assuming that the thermal drift will be constant for t he whole im-
age , a measurement of the periodicity of the carbon atoms in the graphite 
substrate and subsequent comparison with the accepted values will determine 
the thermal drift . The drift can then be compensated for in measurement s of 
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Figure 7.4: A composite image showing both the adsorbed DPT-PTCDA layer 
(bottom) and the graphite substrate (top) beneath. Image parameters: Bottom half 
at I = 60pA, V tip = lV, top half at I = 60pA, V _tip = O.08V. The scale bar is 2nm. 
the periodicity of the DPT-PTCDA layer. An example of such a composite 
image is shown in Figure 7.4. The image analysis was performed using the 
WSxM software[50]. The values for lal and Ihl were averaged from multiple 
split images taken in different scan directions of different areas of the mono-
layer , and were determined to be 1.1±O.lnm and 1.3±O.lnm respectively at 
angles of -16±1 ° and 58±3° to one of the principal graphite axes. 
A model of the DPT-PTCDA network is proposed as shown in Figure 7.5a . 
Within this model the molecules are predominantly stabilised by hydrogen 
bonding between the PTCDA-like cores of adjacent DPT-PTCDA molecules 
(as in Fig. 7.5b) , and hydrogen bonding between the ends of the sidechains 
and the oxygen atoms (as in Fig. 7.5c). It has been \\Te 11 document.ed that 1-
phenyloctane interacts only weakly with the HOPG substrat.e[119. 27]. making 
the probability of the co-adsorption of solvent molecules unlikely and they are 
therefore omitted from the model. 
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In order to gain a better understanding of the stability of the proposed 
model, DFT calculations were performed using the Dl\IoI3 package. G e o l l l e t r ~ ' '
optimisations were performed using the gradient-corrected functional (GGA) 
proposed by Perdew et al. [124] (PEE) and the double numerical plus polari-
sation (DNP) basis set was used for the orbitals. Simulations did not include 
any influence of the solvent or the substrate. The carbon, oxygen and sulfur 
atoms of all molecules in the simulation were constrained to be coplanar. This 
was to imitate the constraining effect of the surface on an adsorbed layer and 
to prevent the simulation from diverging due to the alkane side-chains coming 
out of a planar arrangement. Two geometry optimisations were performed 
to test the stability of each of the two principle hydrogen bonding junctions, 
illustrated in Figures 7.5b and 7.5c. These confirmed that both of these hydro-
gen bonding configurations are stable with binding energies determined to be 
-O.27eV and -O.20eV for Figure 7.5b and 7.5c respectively. The calculated val-
ues for lal and Ihl of 11. 7 A and 13.9A respectively, are in excellent agreement 
with the experimental results. We note also that our proposed arrangement 
is near close-packed so that there will be stabilisation due to van der Waals 
interactions in addition to the values calculated using this density functional 
approach. 
7.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
Our results show that a large-area coverage of ordered PTCDA deriyatiyes 
may be deposited from solution. The additional groups that promote solubil-
ity also have the effect of suppressing the interaction (between the anhydride 
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-\. 
... 
(c) 
Figure 7.5: (a) Proposed model of DPT-PTCDA on HOPG . (b) The junction 
along the vector a. (c) The junction along the vector b . 
group and the perylene core of a nearest-neighbour molecule) which stabilises 
the well-known herringbone configuration. This suppression can be understood 
as a simple steric effect and leads to the proposed configurat ion in which t he 
perylene cores of the molecules within a given domain are all parallel. The 
formation of an adsorbed layer of a PTCDA derivative has not been previ-
ously reported for a PTCDA derivative and we conclude that the format ion 
of this new structure is directly due to the presence of the alkane chain . In 
addition to van der Waals interactions the molecular arrangement is stabilised 
by hydrogen bonding between perylene cores (Figure 7.5b) and between the 
additional alkane chain and the anhydride group. The identification of the 
HOl'vl0 allows the S atom positions to be identified and underpins our model 
of the packing of DPT-PTCDA and its registry with the HOPG substrate. 
PTCDA has a number of interesting propert ies though the poor solubili ty of 
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the molecule has limited solution-based studies. The new deriyative of PTCDA 
which we report has propyl chains attached via thioether compounds to the 
sides of the PTCDA molecule, which, importantly, leaves the functionality of 
the anhydride group intact. This is particularly significant since it has been 
shown, in vacuum studies, that the anhydride group of PTCDA can act as 
a donor system in hydrogen bonded bimolecular junctions[113]. Hydrogen 
bonding has been widely studied as a route to the introduction and control of 
molecular order in two-dimensional molecular monolayers of sublimed p e r ~ ' l e n e e
derivatives[32, 88, 125, 126]. More recently, this has been extended to solution 
deposition[33], but so far not for a derivative in which the anhydride group 
is present. We believe that the synthesis and properties of DPT-PTCDA 
will promote analogue studies of hydrogen bonding in a solution environment, 
including covalent coupling, and potentially, applications for organic electronic 
devices. 
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Conel usions 
This thesis has presented a series of studies into the supramolecular structures 
formed by a number of molecules. Understanding how these structures form 
is of critical importance if they are to be utilised to fabricate nanoscale archi-
tectures which can be used to direct the adsorption of guest molecular species. 
Such molecular templates are a desirable goal as in order to perform some 
experiments, guest species need to be isolated from one another. In Chapter 
4 the deposition of two carboxylic acid species from nonanoic acid solutions 
on HOPG was shown. These molecules can form double hydrogen bonds with 
neighbours through the carboxylic acid moieties. The QPTC molecules form 
an ordered network where the quarterphenyl backbones arrange parallel to 
one another and molecules bond through four double carboxylic acid bonds. 
A periodic modulation of the molecular contrast is observed across domains of 
the network which is attributed to the relative adsorption positions of QPTC 
molecules with respect to the substrate. The second species TPTC forms a 
very different network. Whilst it has an underlying hexagonal s ~ ' l l l l l l e t r ~ ' ' of the 
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structure, there is no translational symmetry of the molecules. \Ye characterise 
the morphology in terms of the orientation of the TPTC molecules around the 
network pores and subsequently by height and correlation functions utilised in 
theoretical discussions of lozenge rhombus tilings. The time-dependent evolu-
tion of the network is also studied. Topological defects corresponding to half 
adsorption site vacancies are observed to diffuse through the network causing 
a re-ordering of molecular orientations as they diffuse. Molecules at the edges 
of domains are observed to readily adsorb and desorb from the network leading 
to changes in the network morphology in these regions. Finally a technique for 
the tip-induced manipulation of the TPTC network is introduced. By scan-
ning the network with a tip-specific range of voltage biases, the formation of a 
new close-packed phase of TPTC can be induced. The subsequent relaxation 
of these structures gives interesting insight to growth of molecular networks 
and the kinetic trapping of molecules in metastable conformations. 
In Chapter 5 the concept of exerting control over molecular networks is 
developed by investigating the effect of the introduction of molecular guest 
species. We demonstrate that the introduction of coronene guest molecules to 
a preformed QPTC parallel network induces a change in the network morphol-
ogy to a hexagonally ordered structure with the guest located at the vertices 
of QPTC molecules. We are able to restrict the conversion of the network 
morphology by the removal of the solvent and drying of the sample. The 
transition begins at the edges of QPTC domains as these molecules will han' 
weaker binding to the bulk QPTC network. A similar structure is obseryed to 
form when perylene is used as the guest species. \Ve then inyestigate the se-
quential deposition of coronene molecules into the TPTC network. The guest 
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preferentially adsorbs into the six-membered pore type, determined from grad-
ually increasing the concentration. Little change in the network morphology 
is observed. However, when the molecules are deposited s i m u l t a n e o u s l ~ ' ' v;e 
observe the non-uniform adsorption of coronene at low concentrations. At the 
higher concentrations a significant change in the network morphology occurs 
suggesting that in the sequential deposition case the network is kinetically 
trapped in the preformed structure. 
In Chapter 6 we present studies of molecular adsorption on the Au (111) 
surface. HATNA molecules deposited from ethanol solutions are found to form 
stable supramolecular structures. Whilst a predominant bonding junction can 
be identified, the network appears to switch between two domain orientations. 
Straight lines parallel to one of the molecular unit cell vectors can be drawn 
separating domains. The adsorption of TBPB molecules is then presented. 
These molecules form three different phases on the Au (111) surface, one of 
which exhibits the same domain switching observed for HATNA molecules. To 
promote the covalent coupling of molecules through the bromine groups, the 
Au (111) surface is heated prior and during molecular deposition. For samples 
heated to 150°C, a number of individual bonding occurrences are observed 
with STM. At 200°C a new phase of the molecule formed comprised of cova-
lently bonded TBPB dimers. ToFSIMS experiments show that a significant 
proportion of the TBPB are converted into dimers at 200°C. The dimers form 
by a surface-mediated aryl-aryl coupling reaction. The role of the substrate is 
clearly identified by a similar experiment using HOPG as the substrate which 
fails to show the presence of dimers. Finally an extensive c O \ ' a l ( , l l t l ~ ' ' bound 
network formed under UHV conditions is shown to direct the formation of 
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adamantanethiol molecules deposited from solution. 
The solution deposition of a solubilised PTCDA derivative is presented 
in Chapter 7. PTCDA molecules are particularly insoluble in solvents con-
ventionally used for liquid STM experiments. By attaching alkane chains to 
the sides of the molecule, the solubility is greatly improved whilst leaving the 
anhydride functionality intact. Using I-phenyloctane as a solvent, we demon-
strate the adsorption of this PTCDA derivative on the HOPG surface. The 
presence of the alkane side chains inhibits the formation of the herringbone 
structure often observed for PTCDA. Instead the molecules form a new struc-
ture characterised by a single molecule unit cell which is stabilised through 
double C-H··· 0 bonds. 
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